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Long afloat on shipless oceans
I did all my best to smile
'til your singing eyes and fingers
Drew me loving to your isle
And you sang:
Sail to me, Sail to me
Let me enfold you
Here I am, Here I am
Waiting to hold you
Did I dream you dreamed about me?
Were you here when I was forced out?
Now my foolish boat is leaning
Broken lovelorn on your rocks

The Lament of the Lost Years, sung in the shrine of Salt on the last day of the Harrowing

Let the winds erase me, Like the memory of a kiss
Let these waters take me
Away from all of this
Let the winds erase me, Like the memory of a kiss
Let these waters take me
Away from all of this

The Catechism of the Storm, sung by stormcallers in duress

At first light lay proud foundations.
Sense the greatness that before you unfolds.
Seek no more for hollow answers.
Answers that lay within you all along.
Farewell to dawns seen through saddened eyes.
Farewell to pasts to sorrows chained.
Forget your fears and want no more.
You will be strong and want no more.

First lay of the Astrologer, dedicated to the study of the heavens in academies of the sun

‘Cause I’m a wrathchild, well I’m a wrathchild
Yeah I’m a wrathchild. I’m coming to get you, oh yeah
Deepfolk warchant [Translated from their foul tongue, of course]
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Introduction to the Archipelago

The Archipelago is a scattering of islands seemingly lost in a great sea, unconnected to any
larger lands or continents and apparently unknown to any greater world. The Archipelago is
primarily occupied by humans, who arrived in the islands 1000 years ago as refugees from
some distant place. When the humans arrived they found mostly empty islands occupied by
scattered groups of elves and a nation of sea-faring dwarves, who welcomed them to the
empty lands they found. However, they also found that the land beneath the earth was
teeming with evil creatures known as deepfolk – a mixture of goblins, orcs, ogres, their
monstrous companions, and some evil elves – who immediately set about waging war upon
the weak and vulnerable refugees. For 200 years the humans fled across the surface of their
new lands, fighting the deepfolk and desperately seeking security and rest. These 200 years
are known as the Lost Years, and during this time the people of the Archipelago lost all
knowledge of where they had come from, completely rebuilding their society in the world
they had found and fought to survive in. Finally – perhaps with help from elves and dwarves,
though it is not documented – the human refugees were able to build some fortresses, and
settled in small communities near the sea, far from the nests and tunnels of the deepfolk.
They learnt to write from the dwarves, and were taught sun magic (Astrology) by the elves,
and storm magic by the dwarves, learning to revere the elements from which that magic
was derived. In return they taught the elves and dwarves their simple religion of Salt, of
which much lore they had forgotten, and with it the simple and healthy magic that it
offered.
Over the following 800 years the human settlements expanded to form kingdoms, establish
new cities and push the deepfolk back into their tunnels and subterranean haunts. Over
time the people learnt to view the kingdoms of the Archipelago as their own, and were
welcomed as natives of the islands by the dwarves and elves. However, they were never
welcomed by the deepfolk, and conflict with those evil beasts continues into the present.
Worse still, 300 years ago a dragon emerged on the island of Kaen, laying waste to its cities
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and taking control of the island, spawning it with evil creatures. Although the dragon does
not attack the other islands of the archipelago, its malign presence casts a pall over life in
the islands and the sea lanes that connect them.
Although the human settlements have expanded and the world is mostly at peace, there are
many secrets still buried in the hills and forests of the islands. Old settlements, built in the
Lost Years and overrun by deepfolk or abandoned, hold the secrets of the origins of the
people of the Archipelago. Beneath the earth the deepfolk continue to scheme and toil
against the humans who live under the sky. Humans possess little iron or steel, and the only
way to find more is to raid the realms of the deepfolk and steal their resources. Life on the
fringes of the human lands is harsh, and banditry and violence is common in these places; in
addition, the boundaries of human nations are poorly policed, and there can be much
conflict between landowners and tribes at the fringe of civilization. These conditions have
build a hardy world in demand of adventurers, mercenaries and champions willing to fight
their way through the wilderness and dungeons of the Archipelago, to find riches, secrets
and fame – and death, or worse.
In this campaign the PCs can be humans, elves, dwarves, a strange native race called
changelings, or northern barbarians known as wildlings who may or may not be a separate
tribe of humans. They will fight the implacable evil of the deepfolk, uncover the secrets of
human history, and ultimately become entangled in some great and as yet unwritten story.
Let’s enjoy exploring the Archipelago together!
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Geography of the Archipelago
The map of the Archipelago is shown on page 7. There are eight main human kingdoms in
the Archipelago: Hadun and Ariaka on the central island of the Archipelago, hardy Bantaro
to the east, Fanurae in the northern half of the western islands, Futabano and Nyuga on the
eastern peninsula of the northernmost islands, the scattered city-states of Kadora, and the
sparsely-populated Apola islands. Elves live in the forests and wilderlands of the eastern half
of Hadun, while dwarves live on their island of Teseran or in sea-steads on the Igano sea.
There used to be a ninth kingdom, Kaen, but it was laid waste by a dragon 300 years ago
and now lies deserted, a haven for desperate scoundrels and evil gangs in the ruins of Osika.
Even within the human lands there are large areas that are still wild or not well controlled.
The wetlands of Moran Kei, the vast expanse of the Zerunia woods in the northern islands,
and the marsh of Losar in Hadun, remain only partially explored and poorly understood, as
too are the smaller islands of the Archipelago of Kadora or western Fanurae. These places
can hold ancient secrets and abandoned human settlements from the Lost Years, or can be
occupied and tilled by humans who know little of the greater story of the main nations of
the Archipelago, and live their lives ignorant of the greater destiny of the human race.
Sometimes also these places are occupied by stranger peoples, not of any known race and
not deepfolk, whose origin and culture is unknown. There is still much to explore even in the
human lands.
The vast expanse of the northernmost islands of the Archipelago is occupied by wildlings, a
race of barbarian plainsmen and foresters, wilder and more primitive than the humans of
the Archipelago and larger and more robust, speaking a different language. It is unclear
whether they are a lost branch of humanity or an entirely different race, and because they
do not keep written records it is hard to know how their history entwines with the humans.
They primarily interact with humans through the independent city-states of Hainau and
Kantaro, and live alongside humans in large numbers in the nations of Futabano and Nyuga.
Indeed, much of Futabano and Nyuga is wild land unsettled by humans, which the wildlings
wander and till as if humans had no claim on it. Relations between the wildlings and the
people of the Archipelago are good, but it would be going too far to say they truly
understand each other.
In the eastern part of Hadun, known as Asboran and Leminog, the land is still wild and small,
tattered human settlements live alongside communities of elves and changelings. The elves
live in the forests of Asboran and Leminog, claiming them as their own, and in small
settlements of the Jun plains where they mingle with humans in trade and cultural
exchange. Elves are a strange and fey people, who appear to have little respect for humans
and share little of their secret knowledge, yet are kind and tolerant of humans’ needs and
different culture. In amongst these people live the changelings, an older race who predate
humans on the Archipelago. They live in small settlements or move freely between human,
elven and changeling lands, but especially they live on the land closest to the coast of the
Jinparo sea, fishing and living a hunter-gatherer lifestyle seemingly untroubled by 800 years
of human progress. Changelings are sought after by bandits, spies, gangs and other ne’er-
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do-wells for the power of their shapeshifting ability, and are little trusted by humans they
live near because of it, but despite this are a largely peaceful and satisfied nation of
strangers amongst the human lands.
The dwarves live in the island of Teseran, where their elegant cities of wood and stone
perch on sheer cliffs overlooking the sea of Igano. The Teseran forests are thick with a tree
called the wavetree that has exceptionally strong, light and flexible wood, and is used to
make the great ships that the dwarves use to sail between the islands of the archipelago, as
well as their fantastic towers, and the strange enchanted seasteads on which many dwarves
spend their whole lives. Dwarves are masterful crafters, building huge and beautiful ships
out of the wavetree and carefully merging stone and wood to make majestic and elegant
buildings. Their towns are small and the dwarves are not great in number, but they are
ferocious fighters, proud artisans and artists, and noble masters of the magic of the storm.
They help humans with trade, scholarship and transport, but are otherwise really seen in
the human lands of the Archipelago. Their seasteads are not marked on the map, because
they move with current and tide, and remain largely off-limits to non-dwarven travelers,
who rarely see them and almost never set food on board these strange floating
communities.
The deepfolk communities are not marked on any map, because they are largely unknown
and constantly changing, but they are known to stretch deep underground in a complex
web of tunnels and hives that extends under all the archipelago. They are at their densist
and closest to the surface in mountain ranges, particularly the ranges running down the
centre of the nation of Hadun. Deepfolk exist in all the larger islands except Teseran, where
the dwarves have no trouble with them, but it is unclear whether they are disconnected
communities under each island or if there is some connection between them, perhaps
tunnels and communities deep under the sea. Until 300 years ago there were reports of
deepfolk under the island of Kaen but since the dragon arose it is not known if they are still
there. Many think the Kaen dragon has a connection to the deepfolk, but others believe it
may have purged them along with humans, and stolen their riches. Deepfolk communities
are not mapped or surveyed, and the exits they use to reach the surface world are
constantly changing and hard to track. They are known to be able to tunnel their way to the
surface wherever they wish, but they usually do not labour this way, preferring to come to
the surface from old, disused caves and lairs. Although their construction skills are known to
be very good and their stoneworking of high quality, there is little evidence that they build
towers or structures above ground – they emerge from nests, attack local communities,
then return to the dark. No one has ever tried to map their kingdoms, understand their
societies, or trace their movements and connections. Even 1000 years after the arrival of
humans in the lands, nothing is known about who the deepfolk are or how to stop their
incursions.

Hadun
Hadun is the largest and richest nation in the Archipelago. It is located in the northern part
of the central island, stretching from the Valley of Gon in the south to the Marsh of Losar on
its northern tip. It is bordered on the east by the Jinparo sea, the west by the Hinata sea,
and also encompasses the northern part of the Hadun bay.
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Although nominally the largest country in the Archipelago, much of eastern Hadun is largely
or partially ungoverned by its human leaders, and is instead the homeland of elves and
changelings who show little loyalty to the Hadun rulers. The peninsula of Leminog holds
huge forests that are occupied by several large elven tribes, and the Asboran forest north of
Leminog also holds an elven nation. Between these two vast forests are the Jun plains,
which are officially part of Hadun but hold large populations of nomadic elves and
changeling tribes, and are barely touched by Hadun’s central rulership. On the Leminog
peninsula humans live alongside elves and changelings in semi-independent city-states and
villages, organized according to the general practices of Hadun society but largely selfgoverning except in times of crisis. Some of Hadun’s islands, such as those in the Hinata sea,
are also effectively independent, giving little fealty to the central leadership of the nation.
The core of Hadun society therefore resides on the two plains in the middle of the island,
separated by a range of mountains called the Spine that runs the length of the nation.
Because these mountains are infested with deepfolk, commerce between the two halves of
the nation is not extensive, and requires armoured caravans and military protection to be
maintained. This has meant that the people of the west and east of Hadun have grown quite
separate, and have noticeably different houses, clothing styles and manners, though they
remain steadfastly part of the same nation. Governance of the two halves is largely
independent, managed from the two metropolises of Rokun and Pentaro, and in many ways
the affairs of the two halves of Hadun remain independent.
Hadun’s two halves have different weather patterns and styles. The eastern half is wetter,
colder in winter and with hotter, more humid summers but milder storms and rains. The
western half is drier and sunnier, with long, lazy summers of dry heat and milder, less snowy
winters. The western half suffers stronger and more frequent storms, which roll in off the
Hinata sea and crash onto the Spine mountains. The northernmost tip of Hadun is colder,
wetter, and constantly suffused with mist off the narrow seas of the Ruan Bay, while the
Leminog peninsula is a land of rapidly changing weather as the winds and storms of Jinparo
sea and Hadun bay crash into each other over its ancient forests and plains.
Rokun
The largest city in Hadun and indeed in the Archipelago, Hadun is the centre of the entire
Archipelago’s trade and culture. With a population of 250,000 people, the city holds some
of the largest and most thriving industries and cultural enterprises of the Archipelago.
Located at the top of a sheltered inlet in the Hadun bay, at the mouth of the island’s largest
river, Rokun has a large port and sea-faring tradition and is the main source of trade
between Hadun and the dwarves, as well as being the main point of contact for trade
between Hadun and its southern neighbor, Ariaka. Rokun is also quite close to the Spine
mountains, and serves an important military role in the defense of the eastern half of the
nation from deepfolk incursions. A rich, spacious and and beautiful city, Rokun is famed for
the beautiful coral-adorned spires of its largest church, the Rimehold, and for the splendid
gardens and plazas along the river banks. It is a centre of learning, Astrology and religious
lore for the entire Archipelago.
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Pentaro
Hadun’s second city, Pentaro is also the administrative and military hub for the western half
of Hadun. Located on the plains between the Spine and the sea, it is a heavily fortified city
of 200,000 people, working constantly to secure the wide farming lands of the western
lowlands from deepfolk incursion. The main trade route between west and east Hadun, the
Iron road, starts at Pentaro and winds its way through the mountains to the source of the
Rokun river in the Spine, before descending along the river’s western tributary to the
fortified town of Astora, north of Rokun. Pentaro provides the military forces that defend
the road, and the bulk of the soldiers who defend the Iron Pass itself.
Because Pentaro is submerged in constant conflict it is not as beautiful or graceful as Rokun,
being instead a city of walls and towers, its biggest and most important buildings made of
rough grey stone rather than wooden arches and glass. It is, however, very rich, because it
holds the main market for the trade of grain and rice over the mountains to the east. Farms
on the lowlands from Estona in the south to the Rift in the north all send their produce to
Pentaro to be shipped to rokun, where it supplements the less bountiful farms of the east
coast and is traded to the dwarves of Teseran. The city’s military background means it is also
the primary source of stolen deepfolk iron, steel and jewels, and its wealth is built on this
bounty. It is not a renowned city of culture but is a powerful beast of diamond, stone and
steel.
Estona
Hadun’s third city, Estona, is a port city on the west coast of Hadun, facing the Island of
Kaen. With a population of 180,000, Estona is the main source of trade between Hadun and
the western nation of Fanurae, as well as the eastern coast of Ariaka. Estona is also located
close to the Orun cliffs, vast tumbling structures of crumbling granit that provide an almost
infinite supply of pre-fractured stone. Estona is at the mouth of the Estona river, which
stretches to the lower southern tip of the Spine mountains and offers a second defensible
pass into the eastern half of Hadun. This lesser pass, the Gon Heights, is a less perilous
pathway to the east coast, but also a less rewarding one, as it is further from Rokun and
descends into the quiet rural lowlands of southern Hadun.
Estona is a city of granite and yurts, lying on the southern side of the Estona River. This
southern side is a gentle plain with narrow black sand beaches on the river bank, but the
northern side forms the first approach to the cliffs of Orun, a sweeping bank of granite that
rises rapidly westward to form the kilometer high expanse of the main cliff face. Estona, also
called the City of Shadows, forms a long, narrow metropolis stretching westward along the
river banks in the shadow of this sweeping cliff face, so that by early afternoon the western
half of the city is already cast into shadow by the cliffs. At its western edge, where the
harbor is built, the city is constantly suffused with a fine mist, as the multiple waterfalls of
the cliffs crash into the sea and cast up a fine spume that drifts inland on the breeze. Three
lighthouses, called the Three Sisters, adorn the cliffs at their highest points, and a line of
lamps along the granite shore guide ships into Estona’s harbor. The southern tip of the bay
leading to Estona holds another lone light house, called the Loner, that completes the
display display of lights that guide the ships to port. These lighthouses are maintained by
the local Stormcallers, who also maintain a watch for occasional incursions by the dragon of
Kaen, though this has not happened for decades.
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Astora
Astora, also known as the Fist in the Valley, is a small fortified town of 75,000 that guards
the eastern portion of the Iron Pass, and serves as a trading post on the trade route
between Pentaro and Rokun. Goods from Pentaro that arrive in Astora are divided here, to
be either drawn downstream on road caravans to Rokun, put onto river ships to be
transported to the Hadun Bay and out to the islands, or sent northeast through the Rokun
valley, along its river, to the Jun plains and the northern parts of the Leminog peninsula.
Astora is a bustling, thriving merchant town, where brisk business is conducted behind
heavily-fortified wooden palisades and soldiers and sappers are constantly working to pacify
the deepfolk of the mountains, and defend the fields and farms of the upper Rokun river.
Here the land begins to rise toward the Spine mountains, and has been cut into many
terraced rice paddies, which catch the spring snowmelt to grow rice, preventing the valleys
below from flooding in the thaw. Many small farming communities range along the eastern
slopes of the mountains, and soldiers from the Fist in the Valley are their main assurance of
safety against the constant predations of the deepfolk who infest the tunnels and caverns
under the mountains.
Astora is not pretty or cultured, but is a solid, conservative bulwark against the evil of the
mountains. Brusque, genial and busy, the townsfolk of Astora care more for business and
war than for culture and learning, but they are crucial to the wealth of Hadun, and they
know it.
Sako
Sako is the last large town on the northern edge of Hadun, nestled between elven forests to
its south east and the great Marsh of Losar to its west, buffeted by the chaotic weather of
the Jinparo sea and in constant flux as elves, changelings, humans and wildlings make their
fortunes in the cool north. Sako has a population of 80,000, with a much greater mix of
elves and changelings than other cities in Hadun. It is a port city, serving trade between
Hadun and the lands of the Wildlings, but it also is the main source of medicinal and magical
ingredients from the Marsh of Losar, and home to the rangers and explorers who make
profit from that strange and twisted land. Sako is not a fortified city, although the small
communities in the uplands to its south are all walled against deepfolk. Instead, Sako is a
sprawling town of wooden houses, many raised on stilts against the regular flooding that
flows in from the marshes to its west. The centre of the city is reached not by roads but by
canals, and the life of much of the western half of the city is conducted on gondolas and
small pleasure boats, a world of floating markets and elevated halls built between the
trunks of towering, ancient marsh trees. Elven technology and Stormcaller magic suffuses
the city, making it an alien and disconcerting place for southerners to visit. Sako is a
peaceful city of multicultural trade and exploration, far removed from the conflicts and
concerns of the rest of Hadun.
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The mountains of Hadun

Hadun is riven by three mountain ranges, called the Spine, the Claw and the Teeth. The
Spinemountains rise from the south-western edge of the Asboran forest and march down
the centre of Hadun, splitting its western and eastern edges and towering over the
surrounding landscape. They are the largest mountains on the main island, reaching to
4,000 m high at the widest part of their range near Pentaro. They hold the largest number of
deepfolk lairs and tunnel exits, and no one has ever been able to properly pacify them. The
hills on their flanks form important rice-farming land, and as a result the humans of Hadun
are forced into constant conflict with the deepfolk who emerge from these mountains.
To the east of the Spine is a smaller range of mountains called the Claw, which rise from the
Jun plains in the east and curve west and south west to Hadun bay, where the last vestiges
of the mountains crumble into gentle foothills on the peninsula west of Rokun. Deepfolk are
less numerous in these mountains, and the foothills of the peninsula east of Rokun are
heavily cultivated with grapes, olives and orange groves.
The third large range of mountains in Hadun are called the teeth. They stretch along the
western edge of the Asboran forest to the sea east of Sako, where they flatten out into a
narrow band of wetlands separating Sako from northern Asboran. These mountains used to
be believed to be a continuation of the Spine, but a wide gap of perhaps 100km separates
their southern tip from the northern end of the Spine, and it appears that the deepfolk
tribes who live in the land under the Teeth have no allegiance or close ties to those in the
Spine; over time the Teeth were denominated as a separate range, and are named
accordingly in all recent maps. There is only one good pass through the Teeth, called the
Asboran pass, which links the Asboran river to the hills south of the March of Losar. All
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other passes through the Teeth are unguarded and widely preyed upon by deepfolk, making
their use very dangerous. In any case, for human travelers to enter Asboran through any
route except the city of Asboran itself or the Asboran pass is an extremely unwise
endeavour, and few humans have ever risked it. As a result the Teeth, though a smaller
mountain range than the Spine, remain almost entirely unexplored.
The Marsh of Losar
The Marsh of Losar sprawls to the west of Sako for 100 kms, until it rises again into the
foothills of the western coast, and 100kms north around the bay of Losar until it dries out
on the headlands of the northernmost tip of Hadun. This marsh is a mysterious and wild
land of constantly-changing streams and ponds, interspersed with mud, tangled and ancient
stands of dripping forest, and occasional islands that rise out of a constant grim mist. The
marsh is dangerous, inhabited by lurking monsters, bandits, and bands of wild lizard-like
humanoids who refuse to acquiesce to the rule of humans. Its waterways and mudtraps are
constantly changing, but it is also home to wild herbs and strange plants with magical or
medicinal uses, and ancient ruins with buried riches. Small communities on the western and
northern edge of the marsh grow these herbs and plants, or prowl the swamps seeking
them, and trade through Sako or by long trade routes to the south. The marsh is dangerous
and constantly changing, and without the help of the poor and taciturn locals, travelers to
the marsh will surely disappear into its treacherous mires.
The rift
On the north western coast of Hadun the land rises from fertile lowlands to a low range of
hills running parallel to the coast. Amongst these hills is the Rift, a narrow cleft in the
landscape that plunges far, far down into the earth. About half a kilometer wide at its
widest point and perhaps 50 km long, the rift snakes through the surrounding hills like an
ancient, deep scar on the surface of the land. Its depths are unknown – brave souls have
ventured into the craggy cliffs of its northernmost and southernmost tips, but their courage
failed them after they had traveled some hundreds of metres and found the rock ledges
dropping away precipitously into dizzying depths. Bats, birds and strange animals call the
Rift home, and sometimes strange sounds emerge from its depths, or steam and mist, but
no one knows what lies down there. Strangely, deepfolk have never been seen emerging
from the gash, leading some to theorize that it is a sacred or cursed spot for their kind, and
others to wonder if perhaps some greater evil lurks within.
The Ruins
Some 50 km south of Pentaro a strange, curved range of sharp peaks rises from the western
lowlands, sweeping up to form a line of dagger-like summits in an arc along the otherwise
flat landscape, like the ribs of some ancient decomposing beast. In the sunset shadow of
these strange peaks lies a wide expanse of scrub and light forest, growing in a gentle bowlshaped incline perhaps 30 km in diameter. Inside this bowl is the ruins of a series of ancient
settlements, crumbling low buildings of stone connected by ancient roads that are barely
visible under moss and grass and the warping influence of tree roots, but which run straight
as an arrow between the small settlements. On the eastern edge of this ancient settlement
the land rises gently to the foothills of the Spine mountains, where deepfolk live and roam;
sometimes they come down to the ruins to make camp and disport under the moon, and
sometimes they come to attack visiting humans. No one knows who made these ruins or
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how they lasted so long: some postulate an ancient elven settlement, others an early
attempt by humans to settle here before the deepfolk broke their settlements and forced
them into the wandering of the Lost Years. Others suggest that another race lived in this
land, and wonder if humans displaced them, or live amongst their ancient ruins. In any case
nothing is known of them, and the ruins are seen as haunted and ill-omened by the humans
of the western lowlands. Nonetheless, occasionally tomb robbers and adventurers come
here looking for ancient treasure, or accompanying Astrologers who have decided to
explore a new ridiculous theory about the strange land’s ancient origins. A small town south
of the Ruins serves as their base, and adventurers can return here bearing fabulous artifacts
or great wealth – on the rare occasions that they return at all.
The Orun Cliffs

The Orun Cliffs are a spectacular phenomenon of strange origin. Starting at Estona Hadun
juts out into the sea, forming the Orun peninsula. From Estona the edge of this peninsula
begins to rise upward to form a sheer cliff face, that stretches about 100 km west of Estona
into the sea, and then curves back 100 km north towards Pentaro. The cliff face here rises
from a few 10s of metres on the river bank north of Estona to a monumental 1 km high
sheer cliff of dark grey granite at its furthest extent. The cliffs loom over the Kaen Straits, a
huge dark stain on the horizon when viewed from the sea, and up close the sea’s crashing
waves create a staggering booming thunder that rolls over the sea for miles in all directions.
The cliffs are made of stone too solid to cut even with steel, but every year the sea eats
away at their base anyway, and every year in spring rocks from the top of the cliffs tumble
down to the sea, dislodged by thawing frost and storms, to break apart when they hit the
base of the cliffs. Chunks of rock the size of houses tumble down the cliffs, booming and
cracking and dislodging other, smaller pieces until all of them splinter into shards at the
base. The largest pieces there will be the size of dogs or horses, while the smallest pieces
may be no larger than your fist. Every summer, when the rockfalls have mostly subsided,
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brave souls from Estona venture out in small boats, risking the treacherous waves of the
coast to jump ashore on the narrow black stone beaches under the cliffs and gather the
broken rocks. These rocks are taken back to Estona and sold on to towns around the
Archipelago, where they are placed together carefully to make impenetrable walls and solid
building foundations. The best scavengers will gather the fragments of fallen rocks and
piece them back together again, to make smooth walls of impervious black Orun stone.
The Orun cliffs are riddled with cracks and scars into which the sea seeps every year, driving
them apart and pulling down new chunks of rock to crash onto the jagged beaches at their
base. Millions of sea birds live here, nesting on the rocks every summer and creating a wall
of noise that hides the more ominous cracking and groaning of the cliff face itself, as the
scavengers toil in the waves below. On the land above the cliffs, farmers grow wheat and
sour berries on wind-stunted trees, venturing down over the cliff sides in the height of
summer to steal sea-bird eggs and setting nets for the birds as they return from the sea at
night. Three lighthouses stand on the most prominent buttresses of the cliffs, shining at
night so no sailor can miss the great dark shadows of the cliffs – though no sailor would,
since they block out the stars long before a boat is near enough to run aground. No deepfolk
have ever been seen to emerge from the Cliffs of Orun, and though they are threatening
and grim-looking, to the people of Estona they signal home and safety, and the security of
strong walls and a familiar sea.
The Valley of Gon
The Archipelago is largely at peace, with the nations having settled their claims hundreds of
years ago and settled into uneasy calm so that they can focus their limited resources on the
deepfolk threat. However, things were not always peaceful, and the largest and longest
conflict between the nations was between Hadun and Ariaka over the border lands between
their two nations. This conflict primarily concerned the Valley of Gon, a fertile zone
bordered on the north by a low range of hills but open to the borders of Ariaka to the south.
For long years it was the opinion of the leaders of Ariaka that this valley was naturally part
of Ariaka, and that the land of Hadun should start on the northern border of the valley and
be delineated on the east by the point where the Spine mountains crumbled into the forests
of eastern Hadun. This would have secured all its fertile farmlands and the inlet at the
mouth of the River Gon for the people of Ariaka, and provided them with a second line of
defense against future Hadun incursions. The dispute over this land lasted for some
hundred years, with repeated battles, small incursions, and occasional escalation into full
war. Over this century many soldiers on both sides died, and the settlements of the Valley
of Gon were slowly ruined, its farmlands allowed to run fallow and then to disappear, and
entire valley slowly depopulated. Eventually the conflict came to an exhausted halt, and
about 100 years ago the two nations agreed to let the land go wild. The nation of Hadun
officially ends at the north bank of the river Gon, and the nation of Ariaka ends at the
southern face of the Hills of Gon, but in practice the valley is not ruled by either people.
Instead the land has gone wild, and is a home for bandits, small independent communities
of farmers and trappers, and hardy homesteaders willing to risk everything to be free of
others’ rules.
Traders passing between Ariaka and eastern Hadun by land face a difficult choice between
passing through the Valley of Gon or cutting further east and passing between the eastern
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forests of Hadun and the last remnants of the Spine, where they may attract unwanted
attention from deepfolk and forest bandits. Instead now most traders to the eastern side of
Hadun from Ariaka take ships around the Hadun bay, and only traders heading to the
western half of Hadun go through the Valley of Gon. These traders typically head up the
Gon river and then overland through the low passes in the north eastern end of the Hills of
Gon, avoiding the crumbling remains of the Spine mountains further east and also avoiding
the wilder settlements in the western parts of the Valley of Gon. This has left the western
uplands of the Valley of Gon to become lawless and uncharted lands, ripe for adventure and
thick with danger. Guard work through the Valley itself is also a lucrative way for low-level
adventurers to make a name for themselves – if they survive the journey.
Leminog peninsula
On the eastern side of Hadun, between the Hadun Bay and the Jinparo Sea, the Leminog
peninsula is nominally ruled by Hadun, but is in practice a semi-independent and wild
kingdom of forests, hills and wild weather. The Leminog peninsula is generally considered to
start at the southern edge of the Jun plains and stretches south into Hadun bay. It consists
of a central range of low, wind-blasted hills surrounded by several ancient strands of forest.
Another range of hills in the south separates these forests and offers a rolling expanse of
fertile land that has been settled by humans, but outside of these hilly redoubts the
peninsula is primarily the home of communities of elves and changelings, living mixed
together in the huge, ancient forests. The largest stretch of forest, on the southernmost
stretch of the peninsula, is about 250 km long and 100 km wide at its widest stretch, and is
almost entirely untouched forest. The small hills on its western side separate this huge
forest from several smaller stretches of forest to its west and northwest, but essentially the
peninsula is a vast run of forest about 400 km long and 100 km wide. Several tribes of elves
live in the different stretches of forest, and make free in the narrow ranges of hills and
farmland that separate the ancient trees. Humans live in the hilly farmland west of the main
stretch of forest, and on the rough plains to its north, but they are few in number, living in
scattered communities that are also heavily populated with changelings and elves.
Changelings also live in the edges of the forest near the sea, and move freely throughout
the peninsula following their ancient customs. The humans who live here are only nominally
members of the Hadun nation, and share almost as much allegiance with elves as they do
with the humans of their own lands. Still, little is known about the elves who live here, or
their doings in the deep, still forests they call home.
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The Jun Plains

At the northern end of the Leminog peninsula are the Jun Plains, a broad expanse of rolling
moorland and scrub that separates the Leminog peninsula’s forests from the Claw
mountains. The plains stretch perhaps 150 km from the edge of the forests up to the Jinparo
sea on the eastern border of Asboran. The plains are windswept and weather-blasted, and
little grows here beyond stunted trees and bushes. A few small tribes of changelings make
their homes here, living semi-nomadic lives between hunting and fishing grounds scattered
around the plains. The few human communities are small, hardy and suspicious of
outsiders, but without the same tolerance for elves and changelings that is commonly
observed on the Leminog peninsula itself. They often build their communities on ancient hill
forts, squatting behind strong palisades in dismal poverty and living in fear of deepfolk and
Hadun tax collectors alike. Wildlings can also be found here, having traveled across the sea
from their ancestral homelands and settled into the wild rhythm of the plains. Amongst all
this windswept emptiness it is said that it is possible to find ruins of old settlements that
were formed in the Lost Years and abandoned after years of fruitless toil on the unforgiving
dark soil of the plains, but few who have ventured here have much to report for it except
sunburn and cynicism.
Asboran
Asboran and Ostoya are the sole remaining elven “nations” in the Archipelago. It is unclear
if they ever were genuine nations, but repeated conflict with humans over hundreds of
years has ensured their independence to the extent that the people of Hadun and Ariaka
accept them as independent nations. Asboran is the northern of the two elven nations,
nestled between the northern tip of the Spine mountains and the towering spires of the
small mountain range known as the Teeth. Asboran stretches from these mountains along
the coast until it fades into farmland just east of Sako, and boasts one of only two easilyaccessible elven cities, fabled Asboran on the mouth of the Asboran river that cuts through
the forest. Asboran is a small city of stunning white marble towers rising from carefully
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manicured forests and gardens, the spires scattered elegantly around a small bay in which
graceful elven boats nestle alongside uncouth Dhow from Nyuga and hulking dwarven
galleys. Humans, changelings and wildlings visit and sometimes live in the city of Asboran,
but few are ever allowed into the forest itself. Trade between Asboran and Hadun is by sea
from the port, or upriver and through the forbidding mountain passes of the Teeth; few
traders ever try to approach from the southwest, even though the gap between the Spine
and the Teeth may appear invitingly easy – few who enter Asboran without elven
permission live to reach its famed white stone city.
Outside of Asboran a few smaller stands of forest stretch west to the Rift. These are part of
the nation of Hadun, but the elves of Asboran live or visit there regularly, and consider the
use of them to be their ancestral right. Ancient treaties agreed between Hadun farmers and
local councilors and elven lords and ladies ensure that the forests remain largely untouched,
and relations between Asboran and Hadun remain good and peaceful so long as humans do
not intrude on what elves consider their sacred birthright.
If a PC is an elf there is a strong likelihood that they hail from Asboran or the Leminog
forests. Asboran elves seem more sophisticated and educated, but in truth all elves are wild
and alien, and upon deeper inspection there is little to distinguish the clans – they are all
inhuman and fey in manner and deed. Only the most unwise and desperate of adventurers
would enter the forest of Asboran without first visiting the city itself – even if accompanied
by an elven friend. The forest, and its elves, are not to be trusted.
The Hadun forest
In the southern part of Hadun, looking out over the Hadun Bay, is the Hadun forest. This
large expanse of old trees is largely free of elves and changelings, though some small tribes
live in its deepest groves. The farming communities around the forest are free to enter and
make the most of its bountiful resources, and it is from the Hadun forest that much of
Hadun’s greatest wood supplies, furs and other valuables are harvested. The area is quite
lawless, being far from civilization and close to the Valley of Gon and Ariaka. Pirates
sometimes hide in the wooded inlets of the Hadun Bay, and bandits infest the western
edges of the forest. It is rumoured that other, stranger enemies – neither human nor
deepfolk – can be found in the forest, but it would be wise not to give too much credence to
the tavern tales of trappers and brigands.
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Religion and magic
There are three magical traditions in the Archipelago, each connected to a religious
tradition. These traditions are:
•
•
•

Salt : mapping approximately to divine magic in a traditional fantasy setting, the
preferred religion of the humans of the central kingdoms and the magic they
brought with them when they arrived in the Archipelago.
Storm: mapping approximately to primal magic in traditional fantasy, the preferred
religion of the dwarves and of some wilder people who live on the coasts
Sun: mapping approximately to the traditional arcane magic of the wizard, originally
used by the elves and now also by more educated types in the human cities who
associate it with astrology, the movement of the stars, etc.

There is also a dark magic tradition, called Deep, used exclusively by the deep folk and
typically associated with magic of charm and domination, necromancy, and infernal powers.
Humans know little about it and consider its use to be abhorrent.

Salt
The religion of Salt concerns itself with matters of daily life and simple moral principles of
daily living. Every human town has a Church of Salt, which will have at least one priest of the
religion permanently working there. Priests of this religion are called Rimewardens, and
usually have some experience of and training in combat. The magic of salt concerns itself
with protection, healing, and boosting the good powers and resources of others.
Rimewardens fight alongside the levies in defense of their towns, and younger
Rimewardens wander the Archipelago doing good deeds. It is not a rich profession, and
does not accrue much temporal power, but Rimewardens are central figures in every
community.
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Churches of Salt

Larger towns will have an abbey for training other Rimewardens, and perhaps also a
reliquary for storing knowledge about the religion. Small shrines to Salt, simple buildings of
wood that hold a small space for incense and candles and a bowl of salt, regularly refreshed,
can be found all over the Archipelago – at roadsides, near famous views, in towns and parks
and by bridges and important junctions. Most humans carry a small pouch of salt on their
person, and cast a pinch of salt to the wind when they hear bad news, seek a good blessing
or wish to cast away evil.
Game principles: Salt
Rimewardens are effectively priests, skilled in combat and also using magic to defend and
support their fellows. Their magic relies on willpower, and is strongest for healing, boosting
attributes and abilities, and supporting other PCs in combat. Any race can be a Rimewarden,
but it is rare for dwarves or elves to use this form of magic. Some changelings may adopt
the religion and become Rimewardens if they have lived in close contact with humans, but
the Salt religion is not missionary and does not seek to expand its congregation, so it is rare
to see this.
Rimewardens have the strongest healing powers, and are also the only arcane users able to
directly combat undead, the foul servants of Deep magic. Play a Rimewarden if you are
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interested in being a cleric-type character, good at fighting, healing and support, and wellrespected in your community.

Storm
Storm is the natural magic of dwarves, taught to humans soon after they settled into
permanent communities and began learning to sail. Storm concerns itself with the weather,
with patterns of natural life, and with the nurturing of the spirit and the soul. Priests of this
religion are called Stormcallers, and can be found on every ship sailed by dwarves, in every
one of their seasteads, and in many of the coastal communities of the human nations.
Storm magic concerns itself with enhancing physical abilities, understanding and controlling
the forces of nature, summoning spirits of nature and the storm for aid and succor, and
controlling the weather. Stormcallers can often be found wandering the land helping small
communities with the harvest, tending to natural landscapes and warding them against
incursion from humans and deepfolk alike, and working for the safety of maritime
communities ashore and at sea. They are not as well-respected as Rimewardens, often
viewed with suspicion about their motives and seen as selfish as volatile, but villagers
inevitably turn to them in times of drought or heavy weather for protection and
reassurance. Stormcallers often also fight alongside the people of rural towns against
deepfolk and bandits.
Shrines of the Storm

Shrines to the Storm can be found in natural areas of the Archipelago, often in places of
great natural beauty or connected to large rock formations or rivers or trees. A Storm shrine
is usually a simple wooden structure, with open walls to allow wind and rain to blow
through, and wind chimes and blue painted prayer flags hanging inside and outside the
structure. Most of these Shrines will have a hatchway to a small underground chamber,
where people are welcome to shelter from inclement weather. This hatchway is never
closed, and the shelter itself will be simply appointed with a few stone bowls for oil lamps
and candles, some runes and motifs devoted to the storm painted on the walls, a bucket of
fresh water, and a few rough bedrolls. Traditionally the storm shelter is a neutral place
where enemies and rivals are expected to set aside their differences and to bide out the
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storm in peace. Sometimes larger shrines will have connected rooms in the storm shelter,
where relics and records are kept, but the Stormcaller never lives here. The religion of
Storm does not have abbeys or monasteries: its adherents must seek out a Stormcaller and
apprentice themselves to him or her, then set out on their own in the wilderness to make
their own fortune. Larger towns with a Shrine to the Storm will usually have a residence for
Stormcallers, usually by the sea, and lighthouses are traditional residences of Stormcallers.
Every seastead will have a Stormhome, where one or more Stormcallers live and work, but
this practice is not copied in human settlements in general.
Deepfolk always defile Storm shrines when they find them, and never hide in the shelter,
which they consider abhorrent.
Game principles: Storm
In game terms Stormcallers are closest to users of primal magic (in the Genesys system), to
mentalists in Rolemaster, and to Sorcerers or Druids in D&D. They have combat skills like a
Rimewarden but their magic is less focused on healing and support and more focused on
aggressive combat moves and moving through and understanding nature. Their primary
attribute is Presence, and they often lack willpower and don’t care for intellectual principles
– they rely on strength of character and passion to push their way through life, and are
happy to swirl through the lands on the tempest of their own desires and passions.
Stormcallers spend a lot of time in the wilderness, and love wild places and things, but they
are not filthy barbarians. They are, however, often a little feral. Play a Stormcaller if you
want a character whose magic is good in combat and for dealing with the natural world, and
you want to be a spirited warrior or sailor.

Sun

Sun is less a religion and more an intellectual pursuit, a discipline of inquiry and faith in the
natural order of the heavens. Sun concerns itself with the physical order of things and the
study of magic itself, and its adherents spend long years buried in books and research, or
staring at the stars. Adherents of this religion are called Astrologers, and often do not think
of themselves as religious at all, but as scholars of the stars and the Blue Sky. They do not
work for the betterment of their local communities, but to gather knowledge and lore that
can help all of humanity in the long march under the Blue Sky. The magic of Sun concerns
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itself with light, the elements, knowledge and power over the physical world. Astrologers
have powerful elemental attack spells and are the only arcane users who can dispel others’
magic. It is said that powerful Astrologers can see the future and read the minds of others,
or at least divine what they are thinking and planning. Astrologers are few in number and
are usually found in the larger towns, studying and staring at the stars and arguing about
unimportant theories amongst themselves, though sometimes an Astrologer will retire to a
small home or tower by themselves, take an apprentice or two, and show an interest in
helping to protect and aid their local town. The citizens of the Archipelago do not hold
Astrologers in high regard, since they cannot aid with the harvest and cannot heal, and
cannot control the weather even though they claim to spend every day studying the deep
and ancient secrets of the Blue Sky. Some people are afraid of Astrologers because of their
power, and rumours persist that they can change the minds and hearts of those they want
to control, though this is avowedly only the province of evil Deep magic.
Academies of the Sun
Astrologers mostly gather in Academies in the big cities of the Archipelago, or in smaller
Observatories in more remote towns. Here they store books, scrolls and knowledge, and
slowly build their power. They also study the stars and the sky, and the movements of
arcane power through the earth and the world around them. Every year they will take a few
students in these Academies, often from the poorest and most pressed households of the
town – students who take up study in an Academy are expected to be cast away from their
family and to take up the society of the Sun as their new family, and this path is usually felt
best by poor families with too many children, or rich families attempting to cast off their
indolent youngest sons. This is just as well – not all who study at the Academy survive the
rigors of its training, and some emerge broken or changed. The Academies offer answers to
questions from local citizens for a fee or a service, and will sometimes help with matters of
crafting or mundane magical support through potions and other concoctions. They usually
maintain good relations with local craft guilds and artists, and are known patrons of art and
crafts. No city is considered a city if it lacks an Academy, and any town with an Observatory
is considered to have achieved a great level of wealth and advancement, but still the
ordinary townsfolk will view the Academy with suspicion, and distrust all but its youngest
residents.
Game principles: Sun
In game terms Astrologers are classic arcane spell-users, wielders of fireballs and magic
missiles who can fly and teleport. They are terrible fighters and devote the most of their
time and expertise solely to magic. They are the only spell-casters able to dispel magic, and
also have the greatest power to understand magic items and ancient artifacts. Their primary
attribute is intellect, and they are also the most likely character to be able to concoct
potions using alchemy. They are also the only arcane spell-users in the Archipelago who can
make magic items and use runes. Play an Astrologer if you wish to play a classic wizard and
have a character who is distrusted and not especially well respected among the common
folk.
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Races of the Archipelago
The primary playable races will be elves, dwarves, humans, changelings, wildlings. These are
all the creatures that live under the sky and are attuned to nature. Deepfolk -orcs, goblins,
gnomes etc – are creatures that live underground. They are evil (“evil”?)

Dwarves

Dwarves are sailors and seasteaders, the best seafarers in all the world. They have small
cities on the Isles of Teseran, primarily where they build new ships and run their cultural
affairs. There is a division between these dwarves, who are known as spire dwarves, and the
wild dwarves of the sea, who are known as spume dwarves.
Dwarves are smaller than humans and elves, muscular and lithe with a natural affinity for
climbing, swimming and other athletic pursuits. Their skin is naturally pale but is usually
burnt into a light tan, though they never become as dark-skinned as humans. Dwarves of
both sexes are fastidious about their clothes and appearance, being lovers of intricate
tailoring, rich and complex jackets, detailed tattoos in filigrees and wave-like patterns, and
elaborate hair. Where the men have facial hair it is always sophisticated and immaculately
manicured.
There are two branches of dwarven kind. Cliff dwarves are crafters and singers and masters
of calligraphy and art, and have a more developed and sophisticated (as well as rich) society
than the rest of the Archipelago. Their homes and lives are perhaps more like 14 th or 15th
century European nobles’ homes than the dark age simplicity of the mainland. Their clothes
and equipment are usually higher quality and more beautiful, and they pride themselves on
their appearance and manners (some might say they strut). Spume dwarves have the same
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basic cultural background and traits as Spire dwarves but have abandoned the finer points
of civilization for the wild spirit of the sea, where they excel as sailors and fighters. All
dwarves have a longing for the sea, and do not like to be far from it or long away from it, no
matter how sophisticated they may pretend to be while gossiping at court or trading in the
halls and market places of the Archipelago. This innate love of the wild also makes them
pre-eminent users of the magic of Storm, which is also essential for the smooth function of
their ships, which are called Cogs.
Dwarves form trade networks and also work on human ships. Humans work the sea too but
dwarves are the masters of it.

Elves

Elves are savage, wild things that live in the forests and remote areas away from humans.
They live wild and are rumoured to have a close connection to the creatures of the deep,
though that has never been confirmed. Their cities are hidden or lost, and aside from the
city of Asboran are never visited by humans. No one knows anything of elven art or history,
which they jealously guard, but they are known to be consummate metal-workers and are
the source of most of the archipelago’s most wondrous works of precious metal.
Elves are taller and thinner than humans, never fat or misshapen in any way (except by war
and violence), with exceptionally pale skin that can be highlighted with very faint shades of
pale blue or green. Most elves wear minimal quantities of simple, comfortable clothes and
never seem to be hot or cold, and they often festoon their bodies with extensive symbolic
tattoos and piercings. Unlike dwarves, whose tattoos will often depict animals or symbols of
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storm and sea, elven tattoos are always abstract symbols and patterns with no discernible
natural image within them.
Elves in human society work as trackers, hunters, and artisans working on the rare metal
and precious stones of the humans’ most important edifices. Elves live under the sky and
seem to have a natural affinity for the Sun religion, which they love the most, but in truth
they are good at all forms of arcane art and powerful users of all three disciplines can be
found in their societies, when their societies can be found at all.

Humans

Humans live in all the islands. In contrast to the original peoples of the Archipelago, humans
are bronze- to dusky brown-skinned folk, all seemingly from a generally similar stock and
never white or pale-skinned. They are the most numerous people in the Archipelago,
building the largest and most permanent cities and living more adaptably in all the regions
of the archipelago, but also the least sophisticated and educated (though it is hard to tell
what elves learn or know). Their clothes, homes and equipment are simple and rough in
comparison to the sophisticated crafting of the dwarves or the wondrous metal-working of
the elves, but what they lack in technology and education they make up for in energy,
determination and fecundity. In the 1000 years since they arrived as refugees from
unknown shores, humans have spread over the entire Archipelago, learning reading and
crafting from the dwarves and astrology and magic from the elves and making peace with all
the peoples of the lands as they spread through them. Over the 800 years since the end of
the Lost Years, human societies have spread and fragmented and changed, causing them to
have the greatest variety of peoples, manners and styles of any race in the Archipelago.
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Humans can use all three magical traditions but have a preference for Salt, which it is
generally believed they brought with them when they arrived in the Archipelago. Although
they have this preference, of course they make offerings to the storm and the sun, and have
powerful priests of both of these traditions. Humans also work as trappers and hunters (like
elves) or sailors (like dwarves). They are taller than dwarves and more robust than elves,
though shorter and no doubt less beautiful if one could dress an elf properly and perhaps
wash away the woad. Although on good terms with all peoples, humans tend to get along
best with dwarves, who they tend to admire, and wildlings, who are perhaps closest to
humans in culture, if a little savage. Humans do not, however, always get along with each
other, a trait unique to human culture. They also do not get along with Deepfolk, who
reserve a particular and almost irrational hatred of humanity. This conflict has held humans
back for 1000 years, and is perhaps the reason for humankind’s determined and aggressive
spirit, which has caused them to be the dominant race on the Archipelago despite their
deficiencies in wit and culture.

Changelings

Living mostly on the fringes of society, changelings appear something like a mix of elf and
human, but may be an older, indigenous race from before all others came to the
Archipelago. They mostly live near forests and rivers, in small impoverished settlements.
Some come into the cities to live and work amongst humans. They rarely use magic, but
have a strange power to shift their own bodies into other shapes and forms, to mimic voices
and disguise themselves. They are not well liked or trusted because of this ability, which
makes them very capable and frightening spies. Their natural form is thin, paler-skinned
than humans and a little smaller, slightly frail and ungainly looking.
Changelings can pass easily as humans but they do not have a human way of thinking, and
their culture is radically different, much closer to elven in temperament and manner. They
have a yearning for the wild places of the earth that makes them ill at ease in cities and
uninterested in education or urban sophistication. Changelings have their own religion, a
form of ancestor worship, and magic is very rare in their communities, but when they do
practice any form of arcane power it is almost always the magic of Storm. Mostly they keep
to themselves, and most people are happy that they do so.
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Wildlings

The wild folk who live in the plains of the northernmost islands, and in the marshes and
jungles of the westernmost island. They are bigger and stronger than humans or elves, and
very gregarious but not always very sensible. It’s not clear if they’re not humans – maybe
they’re just bigger. They can use magic but it is rare, and when they do it is usually salt. They
are good with animals and comfortable in nature like elves, but with none of the hidden
sophistication and secrets of that kind, and none of their fey craziness either. In human
settlements there is some discrimination against them because they are seen as simple and
stupid, but they are not.
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Life in the Archipelago

The people of the Archipelago arrived 1000 years ago as refugees, and before they could
settle into their new land were set upon by the Deepfolk and forced into war and flight. For
200 years they wandered the lands of the Archipelago, hiding and fighting and trying to find
somewhere to settle. They built many settlements in that time, only to have them
destroyed by Deepfolk attacks and to find themselves again wandering the wilderness.
During those 200 Lost Years their society changed, so that they lost the skills of civilization:
reading and writing, metal-working and stonemasonry, and anything else that could not
keep them alive on the road. Finally they were found by the dwarves, and with their help
were able to build the first settlements and begin to rediscover the ways of civilization. Even
with the dwarves help, though, there are many skills and resources they lack, and much
they are still trying to rebuild 800 years after the end of the Lost Years and the beginning of
permanent human civilization in the Archipelago.

Resources and wealth in the Archipelago
As a result of this wandering during the Lost Years and the long period of conflict that
followed, the people of the Archipelago live in a kind of dark ages level of technology,
similar to what might be seen in a Viking or Saxon community in England in about 800 AD. In
some regards they are more advanced, because through magic they have learnt insights into
the universe that were unavailable to the Iron Age Britons, such as the value of boiling
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water or the movement of the planets; magic has also made them richer in many ways than
their technology would suggest, and eliminated many common diseases that trouble the
people of the Dark Ages. Nonetheless, they are not hugely wealthy and outside of the main
cities of the Archipelago their lives are frugal and their buildings and settlements far from
splendid. Their religious edifices are also generally not intended to be magnificent, so their
cities do not have the splendor of mediaeval English monuments. The dwarves and elves are
of much higher technology and magical level, but they are also few in number and show
little interest in the affairs of humans, so their greater wealth has little impact on the
progress of human civilization in the Archipelago. Elves should be seen as a wild people so
steeped in magic that their communities are enormously rich, clean and beautiful despite
the small numbers who live in them. The dwarves might present as 15th or 16th century
Europeans, particularly when met at sea, though their sensibilities are radically different
from those of the Europeans of that time.
The challenge of iron
Iron, gold and other metals and precious stones are scarce – they’re things from the Deep,
guarded by creatures of the Deep, and difficult to obtain. Deepfolk do not trade, and so
most of the metal in the archipelago is either heirloom, or traded by elves who have some
connection with the Deepfolk (which they deny), taken from meteors or stolen. Stolen
metal is always melted down and recast, however, because of a deep cultural tradition
which holds that all artifacts and items of the deepfolk are abhorrent and disgusting.
Indeed, the deepfolk work hard to make it so, crusting their weapons with blood and carving
them with crude runes insulting and demeaning everything that lives beneath the Blue Sky.
It is considered a terrible act of sacrilege to use any deepfolk item or technology, and so it is
melted down to scrap – and remade into inferior products by human craftsmen, who have
nowhere near the skill of Deepfolk crafters.
More common resources are leathers, wood, furs, bone and a kind of low-quality iron made
from sands on the northernmost plains (traded mostly through Kantaro and Hainau) that is
prone to break and be easily flawed. People also use whale and seal oils and the bones of
some larger land animals such as Aurochs that are hunted in the mountains. Steel swords
and arrowheads are often enchanted and are usually heirlooms, wielded by powerful
people or held in reserve the homes of warriors to be used only in the most desperate of
times.
Stone buildings are also uncommon because of the lack of reliable crafting tools, and a few
rich families control the trade in these goods because they have the tools required to cut
and shape them. Commoners live in homes of wood and sparse stone, wattle and daub halftimber, or a mixture of shaped rocks and yurts.
The whole archipelago should have a punky, slightly wild, primal feeling, a land of wooden
houses and wattle-and-daub huts and yurts, with people decorating themselves with beads
and coral and bones and fighting with spears and magic.
Money and trade
Money in the Archipelago is primarily a type of wooden tablet called a coin, usually
embossed with a small coral shape that reflects the nation of origin of the coin. Larger
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quantities of coin can be exchanged for bone or scrap tablets recording specific amounts, or
rings hold many slender coral discs that can be exchanged for normal coin at specific
locations. Coins are not heavy, and are usually not forged because of the specific stamp of
coral required to give them authenticity, though of course there are scoundrels in every
society and some no doubt have the skills to pass off their fakes as the real thing. Currency
in the Archipelago is essentially fiat currency, but we will ignore all the details of how this is
possible. We will simply refer to all money as coin, and treat it as synonymous with the units
of currency in the Genesys rulebooks.
Trade in the Archipelago is extensive, much of it borne over the seas by dwarven trading
networks. Because all the major islands are split in the centre by high mountains, and these
mountains are infested with Deepfolk, traders pass from east to west in caravans, usually
guarded by mercenaries, and conflict between Deepfolk and these caravans is common.
North-south trade is often by ship, which is faster than overland travel and relatively safe if
it is conducted on dwarven ships. Smaller human dhows and junks hop along the shoreline,
staying always within sight of land and carrying small lots of low-grade cargo between
coastal communities. Of course overland travel and trade is necessary for farmers, who
must bring their crops and goods to the ports and larger cities of the Archipelago. These
farmers may also hire guards, if they can afford it, because bandits are plentiful in the
lonelier parts of the Archipelago, and it is not fully safe to travel even on the coastal
lowlands far from the mountains where the Deepfolk lurk.
Guarding caravans is often the starting point of an adventurer’s career – and often the
ending point, too.
Food in the Archipelago
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Although trade can be dangerous, food is plentiful in the Archipelago. The people of the
Archipelago primarily eat rice, wheat and corn, with rice grown in the foothills of the
mountains and corn and wheat grown in the drier lowlands. Seafood and seaweed is
plentiful and a basic part of everyone’s diet, and cheeses (especially goat and sheep) a part
of most meals. Most people also eat insects, especially grasshoppers and some kinds of
grubs. In the sunny slopes near coastal towns one will find extensive olive groves and
orchards, with vineyards further inland. People drink ale, whiskey, shochu and wine, and
alcohol is common at all festivals and events. The people of Fanurae and the dwarves of
Teseran grow coffee, which is consumed throughout the isles, and Kadoran chocolate is
popular with wealthier people. There are no noodles, beans or tea. Because many islands
are split into eastern and western parts by the central mountains and the threat of Deepfolk
attack, food culture can be widely varied in local areas, and travelers should expect
surprising local delicacies, such as the seagull meat that is eaten routinely in Estoran or the
roasted scorpions of Sako.
Traditionally before eating everyone casts a pinch of salt to the winds, to offer thanks to the
world for its bounty; salt is also eaten liberally as the main flavouring in every meal, along
with chili, lemons and garlic. Meals are a social affair, with dishes placed centrally and
shared among all the participants in the meal. There are many local customs and manners at
mealtime, and travelers would be well to pay attention to their host’s behavior in order to
be sure that they do not offend. Fortunately though, because food is bountiful throughout
the Archipelago, no one is especially uptight about mealtimes, and unless one is especially
ignorant or offensive, it should be possible to maintain bonhomie and enjoy the food
without starting a fight. Even for a PC!

Social organization in the Archipelago
There are no kings or queens in any of the human lands and any form of slavery is strictly
outlawed. Instead, all human societies are organized along some form of semi-democratic
convocation, in which local organizations nominate representatives who choose a governing
council of some kind, and that council in turn chooses a national organizing council. So for
example in Hadun each major town is run by a Conclave of varying size made up of a
representative from smaller neighbouring towns and a few extra people from the local city;
each conclave sends a representative to the capital to participate in an annual Council,
which makes major decisions about matters covering the whole country. Some individual
memberships at some levels – especially the village level – may be hereditary either by
inertia or by design, but there is no overall process of inherited rulers. Council politics can
be petty, venal or bitter at the local level, and deeply corrupt at local or national level, and
in reality much of the decision-making is driven by the interests of rich landowners and
industrialists. No matter how rich, grasping or corrupt the leadership becomes though,
there is a universal loathing of serfdom, slavery and peonage.
The dwarves have a king and a council of elders, and kingships are hereditary until the
council of elders decides otherwise (usually when a king dies and leaves no heir). At the
local level leadership is determined by captains of ships or chieftains of seasteads, and the
method of choosing new ones can be anything from hereditary to democratic or even
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through duels. Council membership is not hereditary and is usually drawn from craft guilds
or religious or military groups.
The elves have a leader’s council called the Circle. No one knows how it is chosen or how it
operates – indeed it isn’t clear if elves die per se, so it’s not clear if the members of the
Circle ever change. They are rumoured to be powerful wizards but no one has ever met
them and since elven society is not unified and highly dispersed, it is unlikely they have
much actual power or need to exert power outside of the central communities deep in the
forest where the elves do their … elven things.
Most human society has a loose hierarchical structure, with a few strata of society at the
top, free people living in the cities and working in many roles, and landholders and tenantfarmers in the country (with crofting arrangements quite common in some areas, and
squatting also possible in some wilder locations).
The exact nature of the urban hierarchies depends on the type of production and economy
in each country but in general the leaders of religious and military groups, sea captains,
merchant company owners and managers, rich land owners, and major industrial magnates
will be at the top of the hierarchy. Beneath these will be academics, craftsmen, healers,
apothecaries, and other professional types. Labourers for big companies, shopkeepers and
service workers form the next tier, followed at the bottom by migrant labourers, the
unemployed, and the criminal underclass. Life in the archipelago is not usually hard, and so
the situation of the unemployed and migrant labourers is not terrible, though slums will still
exist in most cities.
There are no strong gender hierarchies in any of the main races in the archipelago, except
mild ones related to division of child-rearing roles. Men and women can be warriors,
magicians or priests, or business leaders.
In dwarven society the top tier of the hierarchy is made up of warriors, sea captains and
shipwrights, artists and some artisans. Beneath them are the merchants and explorers that
make up a large part of the pelagic part of the population, and beneath them ordinary
soldiers and builders. In both sea and land communities, farmers and fishers are the lowest
level in the hierarchy. There is no land ownership in dwarven society, only ownership of
boats. Land is divided up on communal terms, as are fishing rights.
No one knows how elven society works.

Characteristics of human towns
Adventurers will spend a lot of time traveling between and defending human towns. These
towns are connected by poorly-guarded roads, which are only partially maintained, so travel
is easier in summer and Autumn than winter. Towns often see little movement of people
between them, especially towns further inland and closer to the mountains. Life is easier
and wealthier on the coasts, far from deepfolk incursions in places where coastal trade by
ship is easier. There is a constant need for champions even here, however, as bandits and
pirates remain a problem and no one can know when deepfolk will attack human towns.
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Typical buildings and town layout
A typical town will be surrounded by a palisade or low wall, punctuated by rough and
cheaply-built watchtowers, that is intended as a first and simple defense against marauding
bands and a warning of larger attacks. The area around the town will be cleared of forest to
some distance to give easy warning of attack and so guards can see travelers easily. Within
the palisade the ordinary townsfolk will live and conduct their business. A typical town will
have a motte and bailey castle at one end of the palisade. The bailey is a large, low mound
built against the walls of the town and rising above it, topped by a stronger palisade and
often surrounded by a ditch. In some towns this ditch may also stretch all around the town
palisade itself. At one end of the bailey will be the motte, a steeper mound or natural hill on
top of which is a stronger defensive structure. Typically the administrative functions of the
town are in the bailey and its military heart is on the motte.
Towns will usually have several market squares and a central town square that lies near the
foot of the bailey. This town square will usually be ringed by the council offices, the
judiciary, and a few important taverns, hotels or other major businesses. Other market
squares will be ringed with normal shops and hold market stalls most days, where farmers
and tinkers sell their wares. If the town has an academy for astrologers it will be near one of
these market squares, usually with an attached garden. Any stormcaller shrines will be
outside the palisade, in a grove of trees or near a pond or river. The Church of Salt will
always be in the bailey, though there may be a separate monastery and chapterhouse in the
town itself, usually near a large garden and with its own cloisters.

Farmers usually live in unfortified homes outside the town itself, and often beyond the
cleared area that surrounds the town. A typical Archipelago farmhouse will resemble a
Japanese farmhouse, with a steep thatched roof and a living area slightly recessed in the
floor. It will be built primarily of wood with the base walls made of mixed earth and local
unshaped stone. The farmhouse is usually situated in a small grove of trees for shade, with a
separate barn and storehouse, a small enclosure for animals, and a shrine to the Storm near
the well or any stream passing the house. Farmlands will surround the house, often
unfenced. Labourers live in small outhouses or lean-tos against the stables.
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In some parts of the archipelago many people will live in yurt-like tent houses, which may
have an unshaped stone base and a carefully constructed sunken living area lined with slate
or wooden panels, but the roof and walls made of thick canvas tent-like structures. These
homes are a remnant of the Lost Years, when refugee humans were nomads moving from
place to place in constant conflict with deepfolk. They are particularly common in poorlydefended rural towns, where people expect to be attacked and will flee to the motte,
abandoning their homes to be burnt and then quickly rebuilt after the deepfolk incursion is
done.
In towns and villages near the coast, where deepfolk raids are less common and defenses
stronger, homes will be made of wood and some tenements of shaped stone mixed with
wooden frames, or wattle-and-daub homes with wooden frames. Larger two or three storey
buildings will be common, and the main buildings of the town (such as the academy and the
local Abbey) built largely of stone.
Buildings entirely of stone are rare in the Archipelago, and most people live in homes of
wood with slate or wood floors, thatched or tiled roofs, and sliding paper or thin wooden
internal walls. Glass may only be on the upper floors or in smaller windows, and is often
coloured and painted with symbols of Salt or Storm. Archipelago towns are quaint, colourful
and relatively uncrowded except in the largest cities.
When the PCs enter a town the players should imagine a well-ordered, cleaner and slightly
wealthier version of the kind of Viking towns we see in tv shows such as the Last Kingdom or
Robin of Sherwood, but with a more Japanese or Asian feeling to the buildings – paper
screens, sliding walls, tent-like structures, wind chimes, interconnected courtyards, and
other design features one might see in a Chinese or Japanese town. They should expect
small shrines to Salt or Storm, and occasional strange hanging structures and sculptures of
glass and mirrors that pay tribute to the Sun. A town will have multiple open markets and
squares and at least one public garden around a river or stream. The players should imagine
a town that is poor compared to modern life, but a cleaner and wealthier and bettermanaged version of the kind of bustling, crowded and poor towns we see in mediaeval
fantasy and history shows today.
The motte and bailey
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The centre of defense in an Archipelago town is the motte and bailey. Key functions of the
town are sequestered in the bailey, freely-accessible to all the citizens but easily closed up
for defense when the town is attacked. The wall around the bailey may have a base of
shaped stone, and stronger, better constructed wooden palisades with solid towers and
walkways behind. Within the bailey one will usually find the Church of Salt, a barracks for
the local levy, an armoury for citizen defenders, a blacksmith, stable, a large well and a
storehouse for times of siege. The armoury will contain bows and spears suitable for
retreating citizens to use, and is locked with a key held by the Bailiff. The bailiff is the official
responsible for managing the local levy, a group of soldiers recruited from the town for the
purpose of patrol and defense. Typically a levy will have a small number of professional
soldiers and scouts who permanently work for the town, and a small number of men and
women conscripted for a short period of service, usually from debtor families and poorer
households. The bailiff manages these men and women and sets them to work in defending
the town and scouting the local area, under the orders of the Guard Captain.
Usually under the bailey there will be some underground storehouses and perhaps a prison.
In larger baileys there will also be an underground barracks and chokepoint, in case the
deepfolk tunnel their way into the bailey. There are usually also temporary shelters for the
people of the town to hunker down in when attacks happen.
Above the bailey towers the motte, the final stage of defense of the town. Because
Archipelago communities do not normally have lords or kings this motte does not hold any
particular palace or castle for these notables, but it will usually hold a second barracks for a
smaller group of senior soldiers – the sergeants-at-arms – and the leader of all the levies in
the town, the Captain of the Guard. The motte will have a second armoury containing better
weapons, a treasury holding the tax and duty revenue of the town, and some defense
works. There may also be an office of the town council where its military attache works. In
larger towns this is all gathered together in a small keep; in others it may be a series of
separate buildings. The motte is rarely visited by ordinary townsfolk, and largely exists for
military purposes.

The calendar and festivals
The pelagic year is 365 days long, divided up into three periods called cycles which cover
approximately winter/spring, summer/autumn, and autumn/winter respectively. Within
these cycles are several seasons, denoting specific activities, and between the cycles are
three clear religious events: new year and the breath, which each last 1 day; and the
harrowing, which lasts 3 days and is spent in careful reflection on the lost years. This means
there are 365 days in the year, divided into three cycles of 120 days each separated by
festival periods, and further divided into four seasons per cycle (to give 12 “months” in our
sense).
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Table 1: Pelagic Calendar

Cycle

Specific season/
pattern

Activity

Length

Salt

New Year
Still season

1 day
30 days

Sun

Thawing season
Sowing season
Birthing season
The breath
Raining season

Prayer and reflection
Remaining inside; preparation for the year; repairing
dams and palisades
First travel of the year, gathering water and ice
Preparing and sowing fields
Various domestic animals give birth in this time
Joyous celebration of the coming sun
Attending to rice paddies and insects; gathering wild
foods
Rest and reflection, a time of festivities and travel
Gathering of fruits and grains
Drying hay and rice stalks for use in winter
Prayer and reflection on the Lost Years; visit to a shrine,
storm shelter or academy to give tithe and obeisance
Fighting the weather
The last good time for travel, in the still and comfortable
weather between storm and snow
Preparing the home and farm for the winter months;
repairing damaged equipment; settling old debts and
grudges; the best time to die or marry
The snows set in, and people retire to their houses; a
good time for fishing or some kinds of hunting and
trapping

Easing season
Harvesting season
Drying season
The harrowing
Storm

Storm season
Traveling season
Settling season

Ice season

30 days
30 days
30 days
1 day
30 days
30 days
30 days
30 days
3 days
30 days
30 days
30 days

30 days

It should be noted that the Pelagic calendar commences in what would be approximately
February or March in our calendar (so probably somewhat akin to the Chinese lunar
calendar), which means that the harvesting season occurs in approximately August or
September, and Storm season approximately October.
The most important festival in the Archipelago is the Harrowing, when people spend three
days fasting and considering the horrors of the Lost Years, and their origin as refugees.
During this three days people pay respects to their ancestors and to all those who lost their
lives building the human society of the Archipelago, at solemn ceremonies in public halls
and parks, as well as in shrines to Salt. On the last day of the Harrowing, before breaking
fast, people traditionally visit a shrine to one of the three religions – either a shrine to salt, a
storm cellar, or an academy – and pay their respects to that religion for the year to come.
This is said to affect the course of their lives for the following year, and is viewed with
extreme importance by all Pelagic folk.
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Travel and dangers of the archipelago
Travel between cities is primarily on horses and fleet-footed birds called striders. Travel
over the mountains is typically conducted on yaks or a type of heavy goat called a trollgoat.
River travel is common, and for long distances people often travel by sea. The most reliable
ships hire a stormguide, a practitioner of storm magic who specializes in controlling or
mitigating bad weather. There are often more than one of these on a dwarven galleon.
Because humans do not have large sea-going ships, most travel between islands is managed
by the dwarves, who have a near-monopoly on such business and on trade between the
isles. In particular trade across the Igano and Ariaka seas, and transport north to south along
the Igano sea, are controlled by the dwarves. Some brave humans island hop across the
Hinata sea, and some travel south of the Isle of Kaen to the Ruka rainforests, trekking
overland to Felagun or Ninda, but these are hard journeys that require guts and time.
People who do this kind of trade are sometimes called smugglers, though it is not actually
illegal – they are so-named because they are going around known easy dwarven routes, not
because they are doing anything wrong.
The kingdoms of the archipelago are not heavily populated and travel overland comes with
risks. Banditry is not unheard of, particularly along lonely coastal or mountain roads, and
some dwarven captains pillage coastal villages on occasion, or raid roads. Near the
mountains in particular, but generally anywhere in the archipelago, it is also possible to be
attacked by Deepfolk, or to stumble upon a Deepfolk raiding band or outpost. Typical
Deepfolk bands will be teams of goblins and orcs, but they may also have ogres in their
midst, or goblin shamans (called Hobgoblins). Sometimes other creatures from the deep,
such as deep elves or svirfneblin, might also be with them. These bands are usually small
but vicious and unforgiving, and they also offer opportunity – they may be carrying iron
tools that can be traded for money or used to craft better weapons in time.
There is no risk of encountering Deepfolk on the sea but there is the risk of dwarven or
human pirates, sea monsters such as selkies or sirens, and storms and other disasters.
Rumours abound of great beasts in the seas around the archipelago that can destroy a small
ship if they are hungry enough, and although many say that these rumours are just stories
told by the dwarves to scare up business, others feel they are real and that all sea travel
outside of a dwarven Cog carries a risk.
Travel through the mountains risks attack from wild animals or giants, and in the forests
there is also the risk of attack from bears, and wild monsters such as basilisks and
manticore, though there are very few of such beasts. Also scattered in the mountains and
forests of the archipelagoes are old ruins, either human or elven or Deepfolk, which may
contain undead and lurking monsters of various kinds. It is not uncommon for Deepfolk to
animate the dead of their enemies after they have thoroughly looted a place, leaving them
as mindless traps to destroy future humans who venture to the same areas. It is always wise
to travel in a caravan, and to bring a bodyguard, when traveling away from major trading
routes or farming areas.
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Ships of the archipelago
Much of the travel in the Archipelago happens in ships, and there are several types used in
the different communities, with which the PCs should be familiar. The best sailors by far are
the dwarves, followed by the people of Kadora in the south, who have learnt to ply the open
seas from the dwarves. Other communities of humans prefer to sail in smaller ships that hug
the coast, and lack the same proficiency or bravery on the sea as do the people of the
dwarven isles or the Kadoran archipelago. It is inevitable, though, that at some point the PCs
will be forced to brave the open sea in order to travel around the Archipelago.
The archipelago features every type of ship known to humanity, with the largest and most
splendid being the big ocean-going cogs of the dwarves. Humans usually use humbler and
more amateurish ships like dhows that stay near the land and are vulnerable to storms and
disaster.
Dwarven ships

Dwarves are well known as the best sailors and the best shipwrights in the Archipelago, and
they control an extensive trading network between islands. Their best ships are called Cogs,
typically 20 – 30 m long and about 10m wide, with a single sail. These ships are easily
sufficient to cross the Igano sea, though they tend to travel across its narrower points.

The dwarves also maintain a small fleet of twin-masted caravels (with triangular rather than
square sails, and a slightly more elegant frame), which are used for longer and more
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dangerous journeys in the dorato Ocean or the southern Igano sea, and also for rapid or
military missions. For coastal work between the isles of Teseran they use the same Knarrs as
the human population of the isles, who learnt the technology of building and sailing them
from the dwarves.
Beyond this, dwarven shipbuilding technology has not advanced further. With no need for
exploration or large-scale ocean warfare the dwarves have never developed Carracks or
galleons. Most of their nautical development has been in the construction of seasteads,
small communities floating on the open sea around the southern end of the Teseran isles,
between Teseran and Kadano or on the open Igano see west of Teseran or in the Dorato
Ocean. These communities are built on rafts, which float in loose formation between
towering structures of wood that hold key storehouses, community buildings and urban
features of the seastead. A typical seastead will hold between 200 and 1000 people, will
have several large central structures, circular in design, with a very deep keel and strange
outrigger designs to maintain stability, and with people living in smaller outlying rafts that
rise quite high above the water and are connected to each other and the central community
by complex webs of wood and rope. Seasteaders fish, farm seaweed, and catch seabirds,
and seem to play an important part in dwarven cultural life even though they are never
stable or even very productive. From outside the dwarven community is not known how
they are built, how people live in them, or what role they play in dwarven life, and it is
exceptionally rare for humans to visit them except in emergencies.
Human ships

The commonest ship used by humans is the Knarr, a single-sailed ship with an open hull that
is used primarily to travel along the coasts of the islands of humans, or to make short
journeys between the narrowest straits separating nations. The Knarr could be up to 15m
long and 5m wide, with a small crew of about 20 – 30 sailors at most. The Knarr is the
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mainstay of trade between human cities on the coast, and is also often found rowing
upriver to inland towns where needed. Its smaller, faster cousin, the longship, is used by
pirates and raiders throughout the human nations of the Archipelago, and also used by
marines from shore to repel pirates and to hunt outlaws.

For fishing and other routine work on the sea humans also used dhows, single-masted ships
with small triangular sails capable of moving quickly near shore, and moon boats, a type of
high crescent-shaped ship ideal for working the sea near to shore using nets for fishing.
Small out-rigger ships or small single-sailed two-person ships (similar to Dhonis) are also
used for fishing and courier work along the coast, and most larger cities have a small fleet of
variously-shaped yachts for fast courier and message work between towns. Although they
are not as proficient on the open sea as the dwarves, humans are the most numerous and
active of all the communities in the Archipelago, and the diversity and richness of their
nautical stock reflects this.

Monsters of the archipelago
Throughout the lands of the Archipelago travelers face the risk of banditry or pirates, and in
the more remote parts of some nations strangers may be unwelcome or viewed
suspiciously, especially non-human strangers. In addition to these threats from other
humans, however, the Archipelago is still a wild and dangerous place, and there are many
non-human threats outside the main cities. Then of course there are the deepfolk,
numerous and burdened with an implacable hatred of humans. There are many reasons for
caution in the wildlands of the Archipelago.
Wild animals
The lands of the Archipelago were only settled 800 years ago, after the Lost Years, and the
constant conflict with deepfolk means that much of the landscape is not entirely tamed.
Wolves, bears, mountain lions and in some parts of the archipelago crocodiles remain
occasional threats to human travelers, particularly in the wilder parts of the mountains or
the larger forests. Some forests and lonely mountain passes are also rumoured to be home
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to stranger and more frightening animals: giant spiders that feast on passing humans they
ensnare in their webs, huge centipedes that have laired in caves for hundreds of years, and
lizard-like creatures said to be the distant relatives of ancient dragons, which spit acid and
lurk in the shadows waiting to ambush passing morsels.
Sea monsters

In the wilder seas of the Archipelago it is rumoured that there are giant sea beasts large
enough to rend a cog to splinters, eager for human flesh or enraged by human incursion
into their territories. There are also rumours of sirens, selkies and other predatory waterfey, who use strange magic to lure ships to wreck, whereupon they feast on the flesh or
souls of mariners and steal their treasures to hide in glorious treasure troves under the
waves. Whalers, merchants and pirates all warn of the threat of mysterious forces over the
water, and some merchants in the inland say that similar strange creatures – called nereids
– lurk in the deep meres and lonely rivers in the forests and wilder reaches of the
Archipelago, waiting to lure passing humans into the water where they can drown them and
feast on their flesh. Other scholars laugh at such rumours, and refuse to believe that
anything more sentient than a dolphin can be found in the ocean. It is best to be wary when
near water, regardless.
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Wild monsters

The mountain passes and lonely roads of the Archipelago are rich with the threat of
brigands and deepfolk, and all travelers should be wary of the possibility of disturbing a bear
defending her cubs or a proud wolf pack; but beyond this, some experienced travelers speak
of other, wilder beasts, unrelated to deepfolk and not animals, that prowl deserted lands
seeking prey and treasure. Manticores, basilisks, harpies, and strange amalga of beast and
human called chimera or minotaurs are said to have been seen in the more lonely mountain
passes, hills and forests of the Archipelago. These creatures, often semi-intelligent, seek
human travelers for sport, meat and treasure, and one should always keep an eye on the
sky and the side of the road for warning of their attack.
The fey

Somehow connected to the elves but perhaps also reviled by them, the fey are mysterious
creatures of magic that live in the deepest and most remote parts of the mountains, lakes,
swamps and forests of the Archipelago. Their motivations are unknowable and their powers
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great, and they especially love illusion, trickery and enchantment. They use their powers to
toy with mortals, sometimes luring them away to use terribly in hidden realms under hills
and lakes, and sometimes subjecting them to the more mundane threats of death and
consumption. It is rumoured that powerful people can make very beneficial deals with the
fey, and that there is an unsteady allegiance between the fey and the elves, though there is
no concrete scholarship on any of these matters. Wherever nature eclipses humanity and
the deepfolk seem to be absent, there one should watch for the threat of the fey.
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Deepfolk

The chief threat to humans, deepfolk live in kingdoms of darkness beneath every part of the
Archipelago, emerging from long-hidden and forgotten caves and cuttings in mountains,
hills and forests to mount raids on human travelers and settlements. They are foul, cruel,
evil humanoids who take great pleasure in inflicting suffering and torment on humans. They
eat human flesh, steal human children to raise and use as slaves, and hold valuable humans
hostage simply so that they can enjoy the suffering that their impossible ransom demands
inflict on human communities. Deepfolk are roughly divided into goblins, orcs, ogres, trolls,
deep elves and svirfneblin. Goblins, the most common deepfolk, are small and vicious little
monsters, perhaps the size of a human teenager, who fight with knives and crossbows
whenever they can outnumber and overwhelm their targets. Orcs, their larger cousins, are
slightly larger than humans, heavily armoured and armed with swords or axes. Orcs are
brave, fearless warriors who feel no pity and have an endless imagination for inflicting pain
and humiliation on weaker creatures.

Goblins and Orcs also have their own shamen, who use deep magic to control their own
legions and inflict terror on pain on their enemies: these are called Hobgoblins and deep
orcs, respectively, and are greatly feared by humans for their ability to dominate the mind
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and soul of their enemies, as well as the cruel torments their magic inflicts on the flesh of its
victims. Other, more terrifying but thankfully rarer deepfolk also exist. Ogres are huge, three
times the size of a large human, simple and brutal creatures who love to smash and crush
flesh. Deep elves are a type of elf that has long since been cut off from their terrestrial
brethren, living their whole lives in the shadows of the subterranean world. They are
powerful users of both deep and sun magic, and can usually be found behind the
machinations of the most powerful deepfolk leaders. Often found with them are svirfneblin,
also called, gnomes, deformed and degenerate dwarf-like creatures that love deep magic
and use it to control and dominate others. No one knows if deep elves and svirfneblin are
related to surface elves and dwarves or are from an entirely different line of descent, but no
one has ever had the luxury to investigate – whenever humans and deepfolk meet, combat
and slaughter is inevitable.
Undead

The restless dead never occur naturally in the Archipelago: they are always raised by
deepfolk, whose deep magic has great power for reanimating and horribly enchanting the
dead. Whenever deepfolk come into conflict with human communities their horrid
magicians raise the dead from human cemeteries, sending them in advance of their attack
teams to seed terror in the hearts of human communities and force them to hack down
their own ancestors. Deepfolk sometimes also reanimate the dead of their victims when
they leave an area, leaving them behind to wreak havoc and sow despair amongst human
communities who survive their predations. Most deepfolk magic only creates slow, easilykilled monstrosities called reanimates, but more powerful magicians are able to create
faster, more terrifying beasts called ghouls or ghasts, and it is rumoured that these
creatures, if left unmolested for long years, can grow into darkers, more sinister creatures
called Wights. It is also said that the most powerful practitioners of deep magic can create
intelligent and magical creatures called wraiths, which are semi-corporeal and as terrifying
as they are rare; and that the greatest deep magic practitioners themselves pass beyond
death to form a creature called a lich, which is so vile and evil that even deepfolk will not
allow it to remain in their communities, but drive it out to live in abandoned towers and
ruins under the stars. The ruins of western Hadun are rumoured to be stalked by such
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creatures, but it is likely that such beasts are just myths, stories passed about by the
deepfolk themselves to terrify and intimidate humans.
Demons and angels
There is no concept of heaven or hell in the Archipelago and no gods, so therefore demons
and angels do not exist.
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Character creation
We will use the standard creation system with skills and talents for a typical fantasy
campaign. Skills will be divided into basic and advanced, and PCs can only use advanced
skills if they have that skill to at least 1 rank. Talents will have tiers just as in the rulebook.

Skills
The skills are listed by type and with page number in table 2.
Table 2: Skills in the archipelago

Basic skills
Skill name
Athletics
Charm
Cool
Deception
Discipline
Melee
Perception
Ranged
Resilience
Riding
Stealth
Vigilance

Advanced skills
Page
58
54
59
56
60
56
62
68
63
63
64
65

Skill name
Alchemy
Arcana
Coercion
Crafting
Knowledge
Leadership
Medicine
Negotiation
Sailing
Skullduggery
Streetwise
Survival

Page
57
57
55
New
66
56
61
56
New
64
65
65

There are two new skills in this group, which we describe here. Note that Arcana covers all
three magical traditions (Salt/Storm/Sun).
Crafting (Intellect)
Crafting is used to make new items, or to jury-rig new systems or traps. Rogues use it for
making traps, dwarves use it for making ships, and elves use it for crafting weapons.
Deepfolk use it for making metal items. Crafting also enables PCs to recover metal from
Deepfolk gear (scrapping), to be recycled into valuable weapons and items. Crafting is also
used to assess the value of gems and jewellery, and to understand how deepfolk
craftsmanship works.
Sailing (Intellect/Agility)
This skill is the ability to sail boats or ships. When combined with leadership it is the piloting
skill of a captain, when combined with knowledge it is the navigator’s insight, and when
combined with athletics it is the deckhand’s skill with ropes and sails. This skill is tested with
intellect for navigation and piloting, or agility for handling the ship. It is essentially the
operating skill, but exclusively for ships.

Knowledge and languages
All non-human PCs start the game with the language of their own race, plus the human
tongue (Pelagic). Humans start able to speak only Pelagic, and perhaps a local dialect that
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only people from their immediate area speak. There are class-specific talents that enable
some types of character class to gain specific knowledge and language skills for other
cultures. Only the Scoundrel can learn the deepfolk language, and few classes can learn the
changeling tongue. There will be opportunities to learn these languages later during the
campaign through the story, but not through talents.
In this campaign there is only a single knowledge skill. PCs gain ranks in this skill but can only
apply it to areas of knowledge related to their race and class. Other areas of knowledge
need to be purchased later, for 5xp per area. Knowledge areas are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Region (a nation or racial area, including its geography and basic culture)
Terrain (mountain, swamp, forest or sea)
Maritime
Religious (Salt, Sun or Storm)
Deep
Other culture (Dwarven, Elvish, Changeling, deepfolk)
Monsters
Animals
Plants
Arcana (covers knowledge of magic outside one’s own discipline)
History (human, elvish, dwarven or changeling)
Military
Mechanical
Art and music
Lore (covers hidden and rare information, magic items and secrets but not other
cultures)
Medicine and biology (of humans and humanoids)
Science (such as it is; includes alchemy)

Talents
Table 3 lists the talents available at the start of the game, by tier and with page number in
the book. Here, Gxx indicates page xx in the Genesys core rule book, while Txx indicates
page xx in the Realms of Terrinoth expansion.
Table 3: Available Talents by Tier

Tier 1
Talent

Tier 2
Page Talent

Tier 3
Page Talent

Apothecary

T84

Adventurer

T87

Bought info

G72

Bard

Bullrush
Challenge!
Clever retort
Desperate
recovery

T84
T84
G73
G73

Duelist

G73

Berserk
Block
Bulwark
Chill of Nordros
(Rimewarden
only)
Coordinated
assault

Tier 4
Page Talent

Page

G77

Back-to-back

T91

T87

Animal
companion
Backstab

T89

G79

G75
T87
T87
T88

Battle caster
Bodyguard
Cavalier
Counterattack

T90
T90
T90
T90

Can’t we talk
about this?
Conduit
Deadeye
Death rage
Defensive

G75

Dodge

G78

Enduring

G80
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T91
G79
T91
G80

Dungeoneer

T84

Counteroffer

G75

Durable

G73

Defensive stance

G75

Forager

G73

Dirty tricks

T88

Eagle eyes

G78

Grit

G73

T88

Field
commander

G78

Hamstring shot

G73

Dominion of the
Dimora
(Stormcaller only)
Dual wielder

G76

G78

Signature
spell
(improved)

Jump up

G73

Encouraging song

T88

T90

Tier 5

Knack for it

G73

T88

Know
somebody
Let’s ride
One with nature

G74

Flames of Kellos
(Astrologer only)
Flash of Insight

T88
G76

Painful blow

T84

Grapple
Heightened
awareness
Heroic recovery

Inspiring
rhetoric
(improved)
Justice of the
citadel
Potent
concoctions
Scathing tirade
(improved)
Heroic will
Natural
Parry
(improved)

Parry

G74

Hunter

T88

Proper
upbringing
Quick draw
Quick strike
Rapid reaction
Second wind
Shield slam
Surgeon
Swift
Toughened
Tumble
Unremarkable

G74

Impaling strike

T88

G74
G74
G74
G74
T84
G74
G75
G75
T87
G75

Inspiring rhetoric
Lucky strike
Reckless charge
Scathing tirade
Signature spell
Well-traveled
Wraithbane

G76
G76
T89
G76
T89
T89
T89

G74
G74

T88

T88

Dual strike

Precise
archery
Pressure point
Rapid archery

T90

Field
commander
(improved)
Inspiring
rhetoric
(supreme)
Scathing
tirade
(supreme)
Venomsoaked blade

G80

G80

G81

T91

T91

T90

Name

G79

Crushing blow

T91

G79
G79

Dedication
Indomitable

81
81

G79

Master

81
81

T90

Ruinous
repartee
Unrelenting

T91

T90
G79

Whirlwind
Zealous fire

T91
T91

Page

All character classes have some unique talents not listed in this table. See their individual
entries.
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Races
Here we describe each of the races starting attributes, skills and gear.
Changelings

Brawn
2

Agility
2

Intellect
1

Cunning
3

Willpower
2

Presence
3

Wound threshold: 8+Brawn
Strain threshold: 8+willpower
Starting experience: 70
Special abilities: Changelings start with two ranks in stealth.
Shapeshifter: Changelings can take on the form of any humanoid they have seen in person
at least once, by successfully completing an average Resilience skill check. This process takes
an hour, but can be done in a minute at the cost of an increase in difficulty to hard. The
changeling can maintain the shape as long as he or she wants, but fooling friends and allies
of the adopted shape requires progressively more difficult deception or charm checks. The
adopted shape must be silhouette 1 and humanoid, and the changeling does not gain any of
the target’s special powers or skills.
Night vision: Changelings remove

◼ when operating in darkness.

Knowledges: Terrain (forest); Changeling culture and history; Animals; Plants
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Spire Dwarves

Brawn
2

Agility
2

Intellect
3

Cunning
1

Willpower
2

Presence
2

Wound threshold: 10+Brawn
Strain threshold: 10+willpower
Starting experience: 80
Special abilities: Spire dwarves start with two ranks in the crafting skill.
Artistic: Spire dwarves gain ☐ on skill checks involving artistic activities (such as
performance, writing, or any form of physical activity conducted artistically), regardless of
their skill in that task.
Arrogant: attempts to influence or persuade spire dwarves suffer

.

Knowledges: Art and music; Science; the Teseran Isles; Dwarven culture
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Spume dwarves

Brawn
2

Agility
2

Intellect
2

Cunning
2

Willpower
1

Presence
3

Wound threshold: 10+Brawn
Strain threshold: 10+willpower
Starting experience: 80
Special abilities: Spume dwarves start with two ranks in the sailing skill.
Survivor: Spume dwarves gain ☐ on skill checks to avoid injury or damage from exposure,
elements, or natural events (such as falling, waves, drowning, etc).
Natural swimmers: Spume dwarves gain ☐ on athletics skill checks for swimming (this can
stack with survivor)
Knowledges: Terrain (sea); Maritime; Dwarven culture; Religion (Storm);
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Elves

Brawn
2

Agility
3

Intellect
2

Cunning
2

Willpower
1

Presence
3

Wound threshold: 10+Brawn
Strain threshold: 10+willpower
Starting experience: 70
Special abilities: Elves start with one rank in survival and one rank in ranged combat.
Night vision: Elves remove

◼ when operating in darkness.

Natural magician: Elves gain ☐ on Arcana checks (they still need the skill to use magic).
Knowledges: Elven culture; Terrain (Forest); Art and Music; Arcana
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Humans

Brawn
2

Agility
2

Intellect
2

Cunning
2

Willpower
2

Presence
2

Wound threshold: 10+Brawn
Strain threshold: 12+willpower
Starting experience: 100
Special abilities: Humans start with one rank in each of two different basic skills.
Ready for anything: Once per session a human can move one story point from the GM’s
pool to the players’ pool.
Knowledges: Own region
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Wildlings

Brawn
3

Agility
3

Intellect
2

Cunning
2

Willpower
1

Presence
2

Wound threshold: 12+Brawn
Strain threshold: 8+willpower
Starting experience: 80
Special abilities: Wildlings start with one skill rank in resilience and one rank in melee
combat.
Weatherworn: Wildlings take twice as long as other characters to experience hunger, thirst
or exposure.
Wildborn: Any attempt to calm, interact with or influence animals (not monsters) gains ☐.
Knowledges: Wildling culture; Animals; Monsters; Terrain (Plains or Mountains)
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Character classes
Astrologer
Astrologers are magic users of the sun religion. Their magic is based on light, foretelling, and
the overt use of power. They are typically trained in small covens or schools, led by one or
two powerful wizards who take in talented children and teach them. Astrologers are
interested in the physical sciences, the use of magic to change the world, and history and
lore. Many never adventure, and few become powerful users of magic, preferring instead
philosophy and scholarship.
Career skills: Alchemy, Arcana, Discipline, Knowledge, Leadership, Medicine, Perception,
Vigilance
All Astrologers start with the ability to use magic from the Sun school of magic, and will only
ever be able to use this form of magic.
Knowledges: Arcana; Religion (Sun); Science
Career talents
The Astrologer PC has the following dedicated talents, available at the usual cost. Tiers are
recorded in brackets.
•

Combat mage (2): The PC does not upgrade the difficulty of spell-casting when engaged with an
enemy, suffering instead only 1 setback die.

•

Precise Spell (1): Choose a spell. When casting this spell against a target that is engaged with an ally,
the Astrologer adds one boost die to the attack roll.

•

Precise spell (2): requires precise spell (1). The astrologer does not suffer the usual difficulty upgrade
(pg 107) for attacking a target engaged with an ally using the chosen spell.

•

Deep lore (1): The PC gains knowledge in Deep magic, and one boost die on checks to understand
deep magic items and effects.

•

Elven training (1): The PC can speak the Elvish language and Knowledge in elven culture, and gains
one boost die in interactions with elves.

•

Favoured spell (1): Choose a single spell. When casting this spell, suffer 1 strain rather than 2 strain
when you generate a threat symbol

•

Favoured spell (2): Requires favoured spell (1). The chosen spell now costs 1 strain rather than 2 strain
to cast.

•

Favoured tradition (3): Requires favoured spell (2) in at least two spells within one tradition. All spells
cast in this tradition now gain the benefits of favoured spell (1).

•

Favoured tradition (4): Requires favoured tradition(3). All spells in this tradition now gain the benefits
of favoured spell (2).
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•

Sun-kissed (1): Attempts to cast deep magic against the PC suffer one setback die.

•

Sun-kissed (2): Requires sun-kissed (1). Attempts to cast deep magic against the PC always suffer one
extra strain

•

Sun-kissed (3): Requires sun-kissed (2). The difficulty of deep magic spells cast against the PC is
upgraded by one.

Entertainer
Entertainers are an important part of archipelago life. They travel between towns trading
news and information, provide performances and music at fairs and festivals, and
sometimes also act as spies and messengers for different organizations. They can also
sometimes be petty criminals or agents for criminal groups.
Career skills: Athletics, charm, deception, discipline, leadership, melee, skullduggery, stealth
Knowledges: Art and Music; Lore; History (own race)
Special abilities
At character creation, an Entertainer may choose from one of the following special abilities.
•

Acrobat: Provided the character is unencumbered and has armour soak less than their athletics skill,
upgrade the difficulty to hit them in melee combat by one die. The character also does not need to
perform a manoeuvre to disengage from an opponent, provided they meet these conditions.

•

Agitator: The PC has a history of causing trouble, riling up crowds and raising the ire of authority. He
or she may represent a new and radical religious or political ideal, be conman or have some
connection to a criminal underground, but whatever the reason he or she is very good at getting
strangers to do his or her bidding. Increase the boost dice the PC gains from interacting with
motivations in social encounters, and treat group sizes as one smaller when the PC attempts to sway
over crowds.

•

Bard: the PC can use their leadership skill to inspire others in non-combat actions, enabling one PC
per success to help another in a skill check even if they lack ranks in that skill. Also, whenever the
Bard is in a town or village he or she will be able to obtain lodging and a small amount of money in
exchange for news and gossip.

•

Seducer: Provided the character is interacting with a target who is capable of being sexually attracted
to him or her, and constructs a narrative for how this ability works, the PC can substitute charm for
some other social skill (e.g. manipulate or coerce) to achieve the same goal.

Career talents
The entertainer has the following career talents that are available only to this class.
•

Elven training (1): The PC can speak the Elvish language and gains Knowledge in elven culture, and
gains one boost die in interactions with elves.

•

Dwarven training (1): The PC can speak the Dwarvish language and gains Knowledge in dwarven
culture. He/she also gains one boost die in interactions with dwarves.
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•

Chosen instrument (1): The PC is especially adept with a chosen instrument, gaining +1 in their ability
score when using this instrument

•

Inobtrusive (1): The PC can slip away in crowds and large groups of people, being able to make a
stealth check to disappear without having to find cover or hide behind any object provided they
remain engaged with non-combatant strangers (i.e. not their own allies)

•

Versatile voice (2): Using a hard skullduggery check, the PC can send messages to allies within short
range without anyone else hearing

•

Dramatic death (1): If the PC dies they can immediately bless their allies for the remainder of the
encounter, giving them one boost die on all checks, and enabling them to recover wounds and strain
based on the result of a final charm or command skill check (average difficulty)

Explorer
Much of the wilds of the archipelago is still poorly explored and charted, and it is a brave
individual who travels there by themselves. There are also many old ruins waiting to be
rediscovered and investigated. This is the job of explorers, brave (or foolhardy) individuals
who record and chart the reaches of the archipelago.
Career skills: Athletics, crafting, perception, ranged, resilience, stealth, survival, vigilance
Knowledges: Terrain (choose one); Animals; Plants; Monsters
Special abilities
At character creation, an Explorer may choose from one of the following special abilities.
•

Delver: Some explorers specialize in exploring lost ruins and the lair of the deepfolk. These explorers
are tough, and have seen everything. They can use resilience in place of discipline to resist fear, and
gain one boost die on skill checks pertaining to understanding deepfolk ways, analyzing and crafting
with their weapons, or resisting their tricks and guiles. They also gain knowledge (arcana)

•

Hunter: Hunters never go hungry in the wild, as they are always able to find food for themselves and a
number of allies equal to their survival skill. They also gain a boost die on skill checks to calm, deceive,
or fight animals (not monsters).

•

Scout: the PC has experience working as a ranger and scout for a military organization, mercenary
band, pirates, etc. He or she gains 1 rank in melee in character creation, and adds one boost die to
any skill check for observing, spying and avoiding contact with others while in wilderness areas,
including tracking targets.

•

Wilderness guide: The explorer is never lost, and can always find their way in the correct direction
provided that they are not confused by magic or other deliberate interventions. The PC starts with
one rank in knowledge pertaining to a particular area in the Archipelago (such as the Spine, the Jun
plains, etc)

Career talents
The explorer gains access to any of the following talents, which can be purchased at the
usual cost.
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•

•

Changeling training (1): The PC can speak the Changeling language, gains Knowledge of changeling
culture, and gains one boost die in interactions with Changelings (including seeing through their
disguises)
Physically brave (2): After the PC is knocked unconscious or dies or is otherwise broken, unless the
death is catastrophic, he or she gains the chance to take one final action. The action must be taken on
the party’s next initiative slot.

•

Twitcher (1): The PC can mimic birdcalls from the local area, enabling him or her to send a simple
signal to allies at up to long range on a successful average survival check

•

Nature sense (2): The PC automatically gains a vigilance check to identify when a human, deepfolk or
monster has taken animal form

•

Danger sense (2): The PC gains two boost dice on any vigilance check to sense ambush or stealth
attacks, in any wilderness or outside setting

Fighter
Fighters come in many forms in the archipelago: violent criminal thugs, suave duelists,
champions of particular religious or political groups, soldiers or swords for hire. They are the
mainstay of urban defense against the deepfolk, and also used for resolving petty disputes
between neighboring lands.
Career skills: Athletics, Cool, Coercion, Melee, Perception, Ranged, Resilience, Riding
Knowledges: Military; Medicine and biology; Monsters
Special abilities
At character creation, a Fighter may choose from one of the following special abilities.
•

Barbarian: The character is a wild fighter with no regard for his/her own safety and a frenzied love of
battle. The PC gains +2 wound threshold, and once he/she has been wounded, adds one boost die to
attack rolls and +1 damage to all blows until the battle is over or he/she receives healing magic. The
PC must incur a point of strain in order to use the guarded stance, and once wounded, must also incur
a point of strain in order to disengage from melee with the person who wounded them.

•

Soldier: The PC is trained as a soldier in a levy or other formation, and works best when fighting in
disciplined and formal structures. When engaged with an enemy and at least one ally is engaged with
that enemy, the PC gains a boost die in all combat attacks and +1 defense. Conversely, if an ally
disengages from melee with an enemy while the PC remains engaged, they immediately incur one
point of strain. Also, if all of the PC’s allies suffer fear, the PC immediately fails their own fear check.

•

Rime-hardened: the PC has experience as a warrior monk or champion for the Rimewardens. He or
she gains a rank of Knowledge (religion), and through the hardships and mysteries of monastic life has
gained a permanent natural +1 bonus to soak. Add one boost die to combat checks in defense of a
religious building or group (but not just his mates in the adventuring group).

•

Weapon master: The PC specializes in a single one-handed weapon (or unarmed combat). While using
that weapon the PC gains one boost die, +1 damage and +1 defense. However, when using any other
weapon they suffer two setback dice, and if disarmed of their favoured weapon immediately suffer 1
strain.
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Career talents
The fighter has access to the following special talents, available at the usual XP cost.
•

Cleave (2): If the PC kills or incapacitates a target they can make an immediate attack at +1 difficulty
against an engaged ally of the target.

•

Power strike (1): The PC can add one setback die to a melee attack roll, and increase the damage of
their attack by 1. This talent can be taken multiple times with a stacking effect, up to the limit of the
PC’s finesse attribute.

•

Physically brave (2): After the PC is knocked unconscious or dies or is otherwise broken, unless the
death is catastrophic, he or she gains the chance to take one final action. The action must be taken on
the party’s next initiative slot.

•

Archer (1): The PC gains +1 boost die when using missile weapons

•

Archer (2): Requires Archer (1). The PC adds +1 dmg with missile weapons

•

Precise shot (1): Choose a missile weapon. When shooting this weapon against a target that is
engaged with an ally, the fighter adds one boost die to the attack roll.

•

Precise shot (2): Requires precise shot (1). The fighter does not suffer the usual difficulty upgrade (pg
107) for attacking a target engaged with an ally using the chosen missile weapon.

•

Point blank shot (1): The PC adds one boost die and +1 dmg when shooting an opponent who is
engaged with them.

•

Melee archer (1): Requires point blank shot. When firing a missile weapon from melee combat with
engaged enemies, the engaged enemies do not gain the usual boost die benefit in their melee attacks
against the PC

•

Melee archer (2): requires melee archer (1). The PC does not upgrade the difficulty of missile attacks
made when engaged with an enemy.

•

Dirty archer (1): The PC can use the ammunition from their bow as a hand weapon. It is dmg +1/crit 3.
Using this ammunition means the PC does not need to swap weapons if engaged while holding their
bow. The ammunition is expended once the PC swaps weapons or the encounter ends.
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Leader
Leaders are the elite and the high-born of archipelago society – or those who fought their
way to such a position. They can be petty nobles, members of ruling councils, rich
merchants, heads of guilds or craft groups, or captains of industry. They specialise in
organizing, and getting others to do their dirty work.
Career skills: Charm, Coercion, Cool, Discipline, Leadership, Melee, Negotiation, Perception
Knowledges: History (own race); Military; Art and Music
Special abilities
At character creation, a Leader may choose from one of the following three special abilities.
•

Born to rule: The PC is a born leader, and naturally takes command in any circumstance. In social
encounters, provided the player can construct a supportive narrative, the PC can substitute their
leadership for another social skill (such as charm or manipulation) to achieve the same ends. At the
GM’s discretion this may require use of a story point. The PC also gains benefits in the formation of a
stronghold, where gathering or retaining followers is concerned.

•

Champion: The PC’s leadership was forged in battle, and they are a natural commander of troops.
They can use their leadership skill to provide bonuses to others in combat, provided that those others
follow their instructions. All allies following the PC’s command gain a boost die on the associated
actions for one round per success, with an additional boost die per 2 advantages rolled. Conversely,
the PC suffers a setback die on all combat checks if forced to engage with an opponent without an ally
present. The PC also gains advantages in recruiting guards and adding defensive formations to a
stronghold.

•

Child of the sun: The PC has a history of association with Astrologers, as a scholar, librarian, or patron
of students at an academy. He or she gains a rank in Knowledge (Arcana), and begins the game with a
minor magic item. The PC also gains boost dice when interacting with Astrologers, and certain
benefits in adding libraries and laboratories to a stronghold.

•

Oligarch: The PC is rich, starting the campaign with 5x as much money as other PCs, and receiving
additional money every month based on a leadership skill check. They (and, if they are generous, their
allies) will never lack for anything. They also gain bonuses (as yet unspecified!) when establishing a
stronghold.

Career talents
The Leader has access to the following special talents, available at the usual XP cost.
•

Inspiring death (1): If the PC dies they can immediately bless their allies for the remainder of the
encounter, giving them one boost die on all checks, and enabling them to recover wounds and strain
based on the result of a final charm or command skill check (average difficulty)

•

Lead from the front (1): The PC gains one boost die when they make a melee attack at the first place
in the initiative sequence

•

Salt-blessed (1): Salt spells that affect the mind gain two boost dice when cast on the PC

•

Clear mind (1): Spells attempting to confuse or deceive the PC suffer one setback die
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•

Clear mind (2): Requires clear mind 1. Magic attempting to deceive or confuse the PC has its difficulty
upgraded by one.

•

Stubborn mind (1): Attempts to dominate or control the PC suffer one setback die

•

Stubborn mind (2): Requires stubborn mind 1. Magic attempting to dominate or control the PC has its
difficulty upgraded by one.

•

Trust (3): Requires stubborn mind 2. The PC can make a hard leadership check to attempt to dispel a
magical domination or control effect on a single PC.

•

Truth (3): Requires clear mind 2. The PC can make a hard leadership check to attempt to dispel a
magical confusion or deception effect on a single PC.

Marine
Marines are common in the wilder seas of the archipelago, sometimes entering the career
by choice but sometimes by force or by birth. Sometimes they are pirates, sometimes ship
guards, sometimes freelance warriors of the sea. They do not always stay at sea, coming to
land to raid or trade, and sometimes they take on freebooting roles, hunting pirates or
delivering messages and trade goods at speed and with armed support.
Career skills: Athletics, Knowledge, Leadership, Melee, Ranged, Resilience, Sailing, Survival
Knowledges: Terrain (sea); Maritime; Military
Special abilities
At character creation, a Marine may choose from one of the following three special abilities.
•

Dwarven training: The marine has some experience fighting and sailing alongside dwarves. They can
speak the dwarvish language, gain knowledge in dwarven culture, and gain a boost die on interactions
with dwarves, and when fighting at sea they also gain one boost die. They begin the campaign with a
steel weapon.

•

Freebooter: The PC has traveled far and wide across the Archipelago, possibly as a Freebooter, and
has a friend in every port. Once per session, use a story point to identify a neutral or friendly contact
in a port the PC is in, and the knowledge of where to find them.

•

Sea legs: The PC’s long years at sea have given them a solid base and immunity to attempts to knock
them down or disarm them. All such attempts have their difficulty upgraded by one, and the PC can
choose to ignore critical effects which knock them down.

•

Stormblessed: The PC has somehow received the blessing of the storm during their time at sea. All
storm magic targeting the PC to benefit them gains one boost die, and any non-storm magic
attempting to harm them specifically gains one setback die (this does not apply to area attacks). The
PC also gains a boost die on skill checks attempted during storms or inclement weather.

Career talents
The marine has access to the following special talents, available at the usual cost.
•

Dwarven training (1): The PC can speak the Dwarvish language and gains Knowledge in dwarven
culture. He/she also gains one boost die in interactions with dwarves. (Note that this is not as
versatile as the background ability of the marine and should not be paired with that)
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•

Survivor (1): The PC gains one boost die when attempting a brawn- or agility-based check to survive
extreme weather or some other natural threat that requires immediate desperate action (sinking
ships, rockfalls, etc)

•

Survivor (2): Requires survivor (1). The PC’s dice pool is upgraded by 1 for the brawn- or agility-based
survival check.

•

Survivor (3): Requires Survivor (2). The PC simply automatically escapes from whatever natural threat
required a skill check.

•

Stable fighter (1): If the PC is fighting on unstable ground (moving ships, horses, wagons etc) that
might affect a melee or ranged attack check with a setback die, reduce the number of setback dice by
1. This talent can stack.

Rimewarden

Rimewardens are priests of the religion of Salt, who specialize in magic of support, healing
and protection. They travel the land working as healers or wisefolk, and are welcomed and
accepted wherever they go. Rimewardens are trained in small abbeys, always located near
the sea, and spend their lives learning liturgies and prayer. Compared to Astrologers,
however, they have a more practical bent, and tend to spend more time in combat and
practical, mundane matters of governance and politics than do Astrologers.
Career skills: Arcana, Coercion, Discipline, Knowledge, Leadership, Medicine, Melee,
Perception
Knowledges: Religion (Salt); History (own culture); Medicine and Biology
Rimewardens gain access to the magic of the Salt religion and will never be able to use any
other form of magic.
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Career talents
The Rimewarden has access to the following special talents, available at the usual cost.
•

Favoured spell (1): Choose a single spell. When casting this spell, suffer 1 strain rather than 2 strain
when you generate a threat symbol

•

Favoured spell (2): Requires favoured spell (1). The chosen spell now costs 1 strain rather than 2 strain
to cast.

•

Favoured discipline (3): Requires favoured spell (2) in at least two spells within one discipline. All
spells cast in this discipline now gain the benefits of favoured spell (1).

•

Favoured discipline (4): Requires favoured discipline (3). All spells in this discipline now gain the
benefits of favoured spell (2).

•

Sanctified (1): When in melee without any engaged allies, the PC gains one boost die on melee attacks

•

Sanctified (2): When in melee without any engaged allies, the PC gains defense +1.

•

The blessing of salt (1): After casting a successful spell, the PC can choose to use two advantage to
grant a boost die to any skill-check based on a mental skill that occurs in the initiative slot
immediately following the PC’s action.

•

Healer (1): All healing spells cast by the PC, and all medical checks, gain 1 boost die and heal +1 dmg.

Scoundrel
Thieves, beggars, assassins, spies and vagabonds – these are all the roles of the scoundrel.
Found in every human city and sadly in many smaller settlements, they make money by
cheating, lying, beating and stealing. Some find work as spies or agents for companies or
governments, and some work to steal only from the deserving or the deepfolk.
Career skills: Athletics, Cool, Charm, Deception, Ranged, Skullduggery, Stealth, Streetwise
Knowledges: Mechanical; Art and Music; Terrain (choose one); Region (choose another
region from the same culture);
Special abilities
At character creation, a Scoundrel may choose from one of the following special abilities.
•

Bloodthirsty: The PC enjoys killing (though is not necessarily evil). Increase all critical checks by +10,
and recover one point of strain whenever the PC delivers the killing blow to a human or deepfolk
target.

•

Bloody-minded: Attempts to control the PC using magic or social skills have the difficulty upgraded by
1.

•

Detective: the PC has been an agent or detective for hire, who investigates crimes, disappearances
and mysterious affairs. The PC starts with one rank in Perception, and gains a boost die when
investigating crime scenes or trying to piece together events and happenings from disparate clues.
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•

Spy: The PC has worked as an agent for military or political organizations, where he or she gained
experience infiltrating rival organizations and doing what is necessary to undermine them. The PC
gains a boost die on attempts to disguise themselves or their activities, including through forgery,
deception, or misdirection. They also start the campaign with 1 rank in either coercion or leadership.

•

Technician: The PC is a master of devices and traps. They begin the game with 1 rank in the crafting
skill, and gain a boost die on all skill checks involving non-magical, mechanical devices including locks,
traps, clockwork mechanisms, and any weird deepfolk technology the PCs encounter.

Career talents
The Scoundrel has access to the following special talents, available at the usual cost.
•

Dirty archer (1): The PC can use the ammunition from their bow as a hand weapon. It is dmg +1/crit 3.
Using this ammunition means the PC does not need to swap weapons if engaged while holding their
bow. The ammunition is expended once the PC swaps weapons or the encounter ends.

•

Deepfolk survivor (1): The PC is a survivor of deepfolk captivity. He or she can speak the Deepfolk
language, has knowledge in deepfolk culture, and gains one boost die in non-melee interactions with
deepfolk. Only the Scoundrel class can take this talent.

•

Backstab (1): If the PC attacks a target unawares, they add one boost die to their attack and +1 dmg if
they hit.

•

Backstab (2): Requires backstab (1). Upgrade the PC’s dice pool by 1, and add +2 dmg if they hit.

•

Backstab (3): Requires backstab (2). The PC may roll a critical result twice and choose the better
result.

•

Friends in bright places (1): When trying to understand magic items built using non-deep magic (i.e.,
basically astrological items) the PC can use their streetwise skill for the check.

•

Friends in dark places (2): When trying to understand what deepfolk technology or deep magic does,
the PC may use their streetwise skill for the check.

•

Inobtrusive (1): The PC can slip away in crowds and large groups of people, being able to make a
stealth check to disappear without having to find cover or hide behind any object provided they
remain engaged with non-combatant strangers (i.e. not their own allies)

•

Trap sense (2): The PC gains two boost dice on any vigilance check to sense traps or ambushes

Stormcaller
Devotees of the religion of the Storm, stormcallers are found on dwarven ships and in the
smaller settlements of the human world, where they work to control the weather, heal, and
protect local communities from dark magics and the deepfolk. They often act as
witchdoctors or wise folk for local communities, but can also be found filling a role as fighter
or champion.
Career skills: Arcana, Cool, Crafting, Knowledge, Medicine, Melee, Survival, Vigilance
Knowledges: Religion (Storm); Terrain (choose one); Animals; Plants
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Stormcallers only ever learn the magic of the Storm religion, and will never learn another
form.
Career talents
The Stormcaller has access to the following unique talents, at the usual cost.
•

Nature champion (1): When attacking with a wood or bone weapon the PC gains one boost die

•

Nature champion (2): Requires nature champion (1). Wood or bone weapons do +1 dmg and +10
critical when wielded by the PC

•

Nature champion (3): Requires nature champion (3). Wood or bone weapons gain the concussive 1
quality, though it costs the PC 1 strain to activate.

•

Charged (2): When wielding an iron weapon (not scrap) the PC suffuses it with electrical energy; it
gains the Stun 1 property. This talent can be taken multiple times.

•

Favoured spell (1): Choose a single spell. When casting this spell, suffer 1 strain rather than 2 strain
when you generate a threat symbol

•

Favoured spell (2): Requires favoured spell (1). The chosen spell now costs 1 strain rather than 2 strain
to cast.

•

Favoured form (3): Requires favoured spell (2) in at least two spells within one form. All spells cast in
this discipline now gain the benefits of favoured spell (1).

•

Favoured form (4): Requires favoured form (3). All spells in this form now gain the benefits of
favoured spell (2).

•

Dwarven training (1): The PC can speak the Dwarvish language and gains Knowledge in dwarven
culture. He/she also gains one boost die in interactions with dwarves.

•

Nature sense (2): The PC automatically gains a vigilance check to identify when a human, deepfolk or
monster has taken animal form
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Magic
There are three schools of magic: Salt, Storm and Sun. Each have some similar properties
and shared magic, and some differences. Magic casting works as described in the rulebook
(Table III.2-4 on page 211), but uses different attributes depending on the discipline. Salt
uses willpower, Storm uses presence, and Sun uses intellect.
Spellcasters can use magic outside of combat as described in the main rulebook, but within
combat and in other structured encounters can only deploy magic in the form of spells on
the lists given here. Spellcasters learn spells from any list that they have access to, with
higher level spells being dependent on lower level spells being learnt. Every spell costs 5XP
to learn regardless of its level, but cannot be learnt until earlier pre-requisite spells have
been completed. Note also that the caster must first buy access to the list of spells before
the first spell is purchased. So for example the Rimewarden character must first spend 5xp
to buy access to the Heal spell list, then spends 5xp per spell on the list (so effectively the
first spell on any list costs 10xp). For some types of magic (such as Dispel, Lore, Survival,
etc.) there are basic powers attached to the list that cannot be used until the first 5xp is
spent to gain access to the list. Each list is referred to by a different name within its magic
tradition.
• Salt: Disciplines
• Storm: Forms
• Sun: Traditions
No spellcaster can learn a spell of a higher level than their own skill. Every spell has a
difficulty equal to its level.

Salt magic
Attack discipline
Attack spells are listed by level in table 4. Rimewardens typically use their magical attacks in
melee, and their basic attacks are based on this range. Base damage is the caster’s
willpower.
Table 4: Attack spells (Salt)

Level

Spell

Effect

Prerequisite

1
1
1
2
2

Rimehand
Push
Pillar of salt
Rimestrike
Acid touch

3

Hail of bullets

The caster’s touch does damage (range: engaged). Crit: 3
Push a target back one range band (range: engaged)
Stun the target for 1 rd/success (range: engaged)
The caster’s attack extends to short range
The touch attack becomes crit 2 (range: engaged) and gains
the sunder property
The rimestrike attack is empowered (range: short)

3

Death cloud

4

Divine wrath

An acid touch attack that gains the blast quality (range:
short)
The rimestrike attack is empowered, crit 2, and reaches
long range
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Rimehand
Pillar of salt,
Rimehand
Rimestrike,
Push
Acid touch
Hail of
bullets

For specific effects see table III.2-5 on page 215.
Augment discipline
This is the specialty of Salt magic, and there are a wide range of spells in this field. Table 5
describes them. See Table III.2-6 for more information on specific effects. All augment spells
require concentration.
Table 5: Augment spells (Salt)

Level

Spell

Effect

1

Salt blessing

1
1
1

Rimeward
Divine health
Swiftness

1
1
2
2

Discipline of salt
Arcane resistance
Greater blessing
Haste

2

Shield ward

+1 to one ability when doing
skillchecks
+Knowledge to soak
+Knowledge to wounds
Target ignores terrain and cannot
be immobilized
+Knowledge to strain
Spells cast on target receive ◼
+1 to all abilities for skill checks
As swiftness, plus can use a second
action each round
Target gains +1 defense

2

Group blessing

As salt blessing, but affects
+knowledge targets

3

Divine warrior

Target gains +Knowledge to soak
and wounds

3

Divine reach

3

Divine shroud

4

Champion of the earth

4

Blessing of the adept

5

Invulnerability

Cast any lower level blessing at up
to long range
As greater blessing, but affects
+knowledge targets
Combines divine warrior, +1
strength, +1 defense
Target gains +1 ability and +1 skill
die on all skill checks
The target cannot be harmed by
physical attacks in any way

Prerequisite

Salt blessing
Swiftness,
Salt blessing
Salt blessing,
rimeward
Salt blessing,
Arcane
resistance
Shield ward,
rimeward,
greater
blessing
All lower level
spells
Group
blessing
Divine
warrior
All lower level
spells
Champion of
the earth

Barrier discipline
Rimewardens have some power to cast basic barriers to protect themselves and their
colleagues. These are not as powerful as the barriers available to the Astrologers. See table
III.2-7 for more information on specific effects. All barriers can be placed at up to short
range.
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Table 6: Barrier spells (Salt)

Level

Spell

Effect

1

Salt barrier

1

Salt wall

1

Arcane barrier

2
2

Greater barrier
Acid wall

3

Circle of defense

See basic effect on page 216; does
not work on magic attacks
Creates a wall knowledge metres
high and 3m long per success; must
break or climb or go around
As salt barrier but works against
magic attacks only
Affects +knowledge people
As salt wall, but attempts to climb
or break the wall automatically do 1
damage (no soak)
Combines salt and arcane barriers

4

Final wall

As Circle of defense, but affects
+knowledge people at up to long
range

Prerequisite

Salt barrier
Salt wall

Greater
barrier
Circle of
defense

Heal discipline
The other specialty of the rimewarden is healing, with a wide array of spells available for
this task. Note that a heal attempt can only be made once for each type of problem being
healed, and once completed the heal cannot be attempted again by the same caster until
the target incurs another form of the same problem. So for example if a PC has suffered 3
critical injuries a Rimewarden may be able to heal one of these, but the other two must heal
naturally until the PC suffers another. Heal early and heal often! Heal spells available to the
Rimewarden are shown in Table 6. For specific effects, see Table III.2-11 (Page 218). The
base range for all healing spells is touch, unless stated otherwise.
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Table 7: Rimewarden healing spells

Level

Spell

Effect

1

Healing touch

1

Stolid touch

1
1

Reorientation
Easement

1

Ease illness

1

Awaken

1

Stabilize wound

1
2
2

Salt in the wound
Soothing word
Restore sense

2

Restoration

Heals one wound per success, and 1 strain per
boost. Range: touch
Removes the staggered status from one target.
Range: touch
Removes the disoriented status (range: long)
Reduces a character from terrified (pg 244) to
disoriented. Range: short
Target can ignore effect of a disease for one day.
Range: Touch
Wakes sleeping or incapacitated characters.
Range: short
Stops a target bleeding or otherwise taking
additional damage from an injury while the
rimewarden concentrates. Range: short
Heals a level 1 critical
As healing touch, to short range
Cures temporary or permanent damage to a
sense (sight, hearing etc)
Combines reorientation and stolid touch at long
range

Pre-requisite

2

Cure poison

2
2
2

Restore movement
Cure insanity
Sooth injury

2

Ignore critical

3

Greater healing

3

Greater restoration

3
3

Cure critical
Miraculous healing

3

Cure disease

4
4

Miraculous
intervention
Total restoration

5

Heal

5

Resurrection

Removes any poison with difficulty=number of
successes
Removes the immobilized status. Range: touch
Cures one insanity
Heals any critical of level 2
Target can ignore the effects of any one critical
wound while caster concentrates
As soothing word, but affects +knowledge people
Removes all status effects on one person at up to
long range
Heals a critical up to level 3
As healing touch, but heals +knowledge wounds
and +knowledge strain (+ successes and boosts)
Cures any disease
Heal any critical injury of any severity (except
death)
Removes all negative status effects, diseases and
poison on one target. Range: long
As miraculous healing but affects +knowledge
people at up to long range
Brings a recently-deceased person (up to
knowledge days ago) back from the dead

Healing touch
Reorientation
Reorientation,
Stold touch,
healing touch
Healing touch,
ease illness
Stolid touch
Awaken
Salt in the
wound
Stabilize wound
Soothing word,
restoration
Restoration
Sooth injury
Soothing word
Cure insanity,
restoration
Cure critical
Greater
restoration
Miraculous
healing
All lvl 4 spells

Life discipline
Rimewardens have unique powers against undead and in the protection of living things. This
spell list describes their major abilities in this regard.
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Table 8: Rimewarden Life spells

Level

Spell

Effect

1

Sanctuary

1

Holy weapon

1

Shroud of faith

1

Holy word

1

Repel undead

1

Ritual of life

2

Sanctuary sphere

2

Imprecation

2

Divine word

2

Reveal evil

2

Blessing of life

3

Divine weapon

3

Divine wrath

3

Champion of life

4

Greater revelation

4

Divine fire

5

Divine destruction

Undead must make a resilience check (diff=success) to
attack the target so long as the caster concentrates
A weapon becomes holy, doing +knowledge dmg,
gaining 1 upgrade of the dice pool, and reducing its crit
rating by 1 when fighting undead. Affect 1 additional
weapon / 2 advantage
Target gains +Knowledge to soak and defense when
attacked by undead
An attack spell with range long and dmg=willpower.
Attacks one additional target per 2 advantage. Only
works on undead
Caster gains a fear rating (Genesys pg 243) equal to the
caster’s knowledge ranks, for 1 rd/success. This works
only against undead within short range
Renders a dead body immune to reanimation. Affects
1 body per success. Permanent
As sanctuary, but affects all allies engaged with the
caster
Immobilizes one undead minion within long range per
success. Lasts while the caster concentrates
As holy word, but immediately affects a number of
targets equal to the caster’s willpower that are visible
and within long range
Immediately renders all undead within long range
visible and vulnerable to normal weapons for 1
rd/success. Rival and nemesis undead make a hard
discipline check to resist
One target is immune to fear, disorientation and
staggered effects due to undead magic for 1
rd/success. +1 target / 2 advantage
As holy weapon, but the weapon is now vicious and
pierce with ratings equal to the caster’s knowledge
Instantly destroys one undead minion within long
range per success
Target gains benefits of holy weapon and shroud of
faith, and additional health equal to the caster’s
willpower
As reveal evil, but rival and nemesis undead are
immediately affected. Reduce the soak value of all
targeted undead by 1 per 2 advantage
As divine word, and all affected targets are suffused
with a holy blaze that has a burn rating equal to the
caster’s knowledge. Also this attack has a pierce rating
equal to the caster’s knowledge
Target undead must make a resilience check with
difficulty equal to number of successes
(upgrade=knowledge) or be immediately, irrevocably
destroyed

Pre-requisite
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Sanctuary
Holy word
Holy word

Ritual of life,
sanctuary

Ritual of life,
holy word
Holy weapon,
imprecation
Imprecation,
divine word
Holy weapon,
sanctuary sphere
Reveal evil

Divine word,
divine wrath

Divine fire

Manipulation discipline
Although not their strong power, Rimewardens do have some influence over how the
material world operates, and can influence it some ways. Specific manipulation spells are
given in table 7. Rimewarden manipulation is typically intended to support, repair or
improve things that are wholesome and already exist.
Table 9: Rimewarden manipulation spells

Level

Spell

Effect

1

Repair

1

Consecrate

1

Cleansing

1

Damage

2

Corrosion

2

Weapon
enhancement

3

Upgrade

Repairs a small break or damage in an ordinary
non-metal item of human, dwarven or elven
construction
Renders a single building or small area
(~knowledge m^2) consecrated to the religion of
salt, with some minor benefits for those inside
Renders a single room or small area clean and
purified, so that the air, water, food and surfaces
in this area are clean and safe to touch and use.
Does not affect magical filth, poison or other such
special effects
Break, undermine or impair an object in a way
that cannot easily be identified
Causes moderate damage to armour or a
weapon, reducing armour soak by 2 or increasing
difficulty of weapon use by 1
Enables one negative quality of a weapon or
armour to be ignored while the rimewarden
concentrates
Grants a weapon or armour a new quality while
the rimewarden concentrates

Pre-requisite
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Damage

Repair

Weapon
enhancement

Storm magic
Attack forms
Attack spells are listed by level in table 8. Stormcallers typically use their magical attacks at
range, and do not have a wide selection of such spells. Base damage of attack spells
(whether wounds or strain) is determined by the caster’s Presence.
Table 10: Stormcaller Attack spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Prerequisite

1

Stormstrike

1

Coldburst

1

Ice touch

2

Stormbolt

2

Stormburst

2

Ice weapon

3

Lightning bolt

4

Stormfall

A wave of hail and blasting air that causes strain damage at
up to short range (+1 wound /2 boost)
A ball effect that does no physical damage but causes all
within its radius to be staggered for 1 turn/success.
Blast=presence ranks. Boosts do strain damage.
Range=short
Caster’s touch gains the Ensnared quality equal to ranks in
knowledge, for as long as he/she concentrates
As stormstrike but does wound damage (+1 strain/boost).
Crit 3
As cold burst but the effect upgrades to immobilized.
Range=long
Target’s weapon gains the ensnared quality (=knowledge)
for 1 rd/success
Stormbolt gains auto-fire quality and stun quality (=ranks in
knowledge), becomes crit 2
As stormburst but the cloud now has dmg=Presence and
does +1 dmg/boost. Crit 3.

Stormstrike
Coldburst
Ice touch
Stormbolt
Stormburst,
lightning
bolt

Augment forms
Stormcallers are not as strong in a support role as Rimewardens, but still have some ability
to support others in combat and adversity. See table 9 for their specific powers.
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Table 11: Stormcaller Augment spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Prerequisite

1

Stormguard

1

Fearless

1

Storm warrior

Target gains 1 rank in the resilience skill for 1 hour/success.
+1 wound/2 boosts for the same duration
Target gains 1 rank in the discipline skill for 1 hour/success.
+1 wound/2 boosts for the same duration
Target gains +1 to all ability checks in combat (i.e. +1 green
die) for 1rd/success. +1 dmg/2 boosts for the same
duration

1

Eagle sense

1

Stormshroud

2

Ice armour

2
2

Eagle eyes
Shadow step

3

Champion of the
storm

3

Stormsight

3
4

Invisibility
Master of storms

The target adds ☐☐ to Perception checks for 1 rd/success.
May improve vigilance too (1 ☐/2 boost)
Target’s body is shrouded with lightning; anyone who hits
the target gains the disoriented status (resist with
resilience vs. successes). Lasts one combat.
As stormshroud but now also the target gains soak equal to
the caster’s knowledge.
Target gains the effect of eagle eyes for 1 action / success
Target becomes partially obscured in shadows and when
movement; +1 to stealth for 1 rd/success, and +1 ☐/2
boost
Target gains the benefits of ice armour and stormguard
simultaneously.
Target gains benefit of eagle sense, eagle eyes, plus
nightvision
Target gains the invisibility quality
Target gains the stormguard, fearless powers and also +1
to vigilance. Every 1 boost can be used to increase wounds
or strain by 1.

stormshroud
Eagle sense
Fearless,
eagle sense
Ice armour,
storm
warrior
Eagle eyes
Shadow step
All lvl 3

Conjure forms
Stormcaller conjuring spells are able to call allies and some creatures of the storm to aid
them. Out of combat, Stormcallers can conjure forth small quantities of natural materials
including water, food, small animals, and incidental zephyrs of wind or rain. With larger
rituals taking more time they can achieve greater conjurations. Conjured creatures and
objects remain present for as long as the Stormwarden concentrates but purely natural,
inert substances – food, water, earth, etc – are permanently summoned. Summoned
creatures are always allied to the caster but cannot do his or her bidding unless he or she
can speak to them. For more details of specific spells, see table 10.
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Table 12: Stormcaller conjure spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Prerequisite

1

Conjure weapon

1

Animal speech

1

Conjure imp

1

Call swarm

2

Animal companion

A normal hand weapon of wood or bone appears in the
target’s possession, immediately ready to use
The caster can communicate simple commands and wishes
to nearby animals. This spell does not make them obey the
caster and cannot be used to understand the animals
The caster can call forth a creature of the storm, a small
imp that can fly and follow simple commands. This beast is
a very weak minion
Calls forth an insect swarm that immediately moves to the
area the caster designates
Calls forth an animal of silhouette 1 that does the caster’s
bidding, and can follow simple commands

2

Animal sense

2

Conjure shelter

3

Call storm demon

3

Call fey

3

Familiar

4

Call nature
champion

Caster can fully communicate with an animal, seeing
through its eyes and understanding its senses and feelings.
Cannot access its memories or experiences and cannot
control it
When in a natural area (forest, mountains etc) the caster is
able to find a natural location nearby (within 10 mins walk)
that will serve as a safe and secure shelter for the caster
and a few friends for 24 hours (after which it is no longer
safe, or the elements ruin it
Calls forth a more powerful imp, which can use lightning
attacks and wind powers, and is much more powerful
Summons a minor fey creature, with powers of illusion and
confusion, which can go invisible and does as it is bed for
the duration of the spell
The caster calls forth a silhouette animal which serves as a
faithful companion until it dies or is dismissed.

Calls forth an animal of silhouette 3 that will do the caster’s
bidding and can fully communicate with the caster as if he
or she had cast animal sense.
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Animal
speech, call
swarm
Animal
speech

Conjure
weapon

Conjure imp,
animal
companion
Conjure imp,
animal
companion
Animal
companion,
animal
sense
Familiar

Heal forms
Stormwardens can cast similar healing spells to Divine casters, though not against as wide a
range of ills.
Table 13: Stormwarden healing spells

Level

Spell

Effect

1

Healing word

1
1
2

Balm of the wild
Under the blue sky
Eye of the storm

2

Healing circle

2
3

Right the body
Remove curse

3

Restore sense

4
4

Heal critical
Greater heal

5

Miracle of the wild

Heals one wound per success, and 1 strain per
boost. Range: short
Removes all strain on the target. Range: touch
Completely removes fear from a single target
Removes disoriented, staggered, and
incapacitated effects on a single target. Range:
touch
Anyone within knowledge meters of the caster
gains the benefits of healing word
Heals one critical of level 1
Removes one curse of difficulty <= number of
successes
Restores hearing or eyesight to one target.
Range: Touch
Heals any critical of level 1-3
As soothing word, but heals +knowledge wounds
and +knowledge strain
Heals any critical of level 1-4

Pre-requisite
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Balm of the wild;
peace of the
clear sky
Healing word
Healing word
Eye of the storm
Right the body
Right the body
Healing circle
Heal critical

Survival forms
Stormwardens are masters at using the land around them to stay alive and to protect
themselves. These spells describe those effects
Table 14: Stormwarden survival spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Pre-requisite

1

Endurance

1

Pass without trace

1

Camouflage

1

Heightened senses

1

Nature’s friend

1

Mist wall

1

Survivor

2

One with the wild

2

Animal instinct

2

Undetectable

2

Nature’s sanctuary

2

One with the earth

2

Nature’s healing

3

Transformation

3

Melding

The caster and those allies engaged with them
when the spell is cast become immune to
damage from the elements for 1 hour per success
All tracks left by the caster in the last 1 hr/success
are eliminated, making them impossible to track
using visual cues (but scent will still work)
The caster merges into the environment, gaining
+1 stealth and increasing difficulty of all
challenged vigilance checks by 1, for 1rd/success
The target gains two boost dice on Vigilance
checks for 1 rd/success
Animals must pass a Cool check with difficulty =
successes on this spell in order to attack the
caster
Creates a cloud of fog covering an area out to
short range around the caster. Anyone firing into
the mist cloud gains +1 difficulty on all attacks,
and stealth within the cloud gains +1 upgrade on
skill checks. Lasts 1 rd/success
The caster immediately locates the nearest
sources of clean water and food in the wilderness
The target gains the benefit of camouflage and
also becomes invisible when he or she stands still
(easy resilience check). Lasts 1 rd / success.
The caster can sense invisible or hidden
creatures, although cannot see them precisely
and clearly
As pass without trace but extends to all senses
(smell etc). The caster cannot be scried upon for
1 hr/success.
No animal can attack the target, even when
dominated by magic
Target cannot be staggered, immobilized,
knocked down or disoriented by any physical
attack for the duration of the spell (1 rd/success)
While resting under the stars, the target heals
critical injuries at twice the normal rate
The caster can turn into an animal of silhouette 0
or 1, gaining all its abilities, for as long as he or
she concentrates. While in this form the caster
cannot cast spells but can cast spells from this
survival list
The caster can merge into trees or the earth,
becoming immobile and invisible for so long as he
or she is within the merged object. No magic or
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Pass without
trace
Heightened
senses
Pass without
trace
Nature’s friend
Endurance,
camouflage
Survivor
Animal instinct

Nature’s healing

3

River warden

3

Whisper of the stars

4

Commune

4

Shadowstep

4

Moonchild

5

Skystep

5

Stasis

scrying can find the caster and he or she cannot
be attacked while so melded. Lasts 1 hr/success
The caster gains the power to breathe and see
underwater, and to swim, gaining 1 rank of
athletics skill and experiencing no ill effects in
water for 1 hr/success
While under the sky, the caster receives
information about all activity within long range of
his or her current location, and can no the
movements of enemies and friends. Observation
is required against invisible or otherwise
enchanted foes. Duration: concentration
The caster and his/her allies are linked together
mentally while under the sky, and are able to
communicate with each and other know each
others status. Duration: concentration
The caster can teleport from a patch of shadow
to another patch of shadow within long range,
that the caster can see or knows is present.
Cannot work in complete darkness unless the
caster can see in the dark
Caster can view any other location on earth that
is under the same moon as the caster, provided it
is outside. Does not give the power to see in the
dark, but can hear and smell as well as see. The
location scried on will be only small, perhaps a
diameter equal to the caster’s Presence attribute
The caster can teleport to anywhere else outside
under the same sky, that the caster has visited
before or at least has seen
As melding, but the caster remains in the
tree/earth until all his/her critical injuries are
healed, and these injuries heal at twice their
normal rate

One with the
earth

One with the
wild

Whisper of the
stars

Transformation,
whisper of the
stars

Whisper of the
stars, melding

Melding,
moonchild,
shadowstep
Melding

Weather forms
Stormwardens can control the weather, with difficulty depending on the range and size of
the effect to be controlled. Generally, easy difficulty means that rain, wind or other
unpleasant weather can be canceled in the immediate area of the caster; average difficulty
means that the direction and strength of wind can be changed and increased, and storms in
the immediate area of the caster can be reduced in strength. Beyond this the power and
size of effects increases. Very powerful casters can control storms in large areas and conjure
storms that can sink ships, but in general they use these powers very rarely and wisely. The
consequences of failed weather spell checks can be bad, and especially the larger spells can
have devastating consequences if miscast. Weather spells are also not quick to cast and can
cause a lot of strain on casters (typically twice the usual), so are not used often. Weather
spells are a key responsibility of Stormwardens, however, and are essential to both sea
travel and the harvest.
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Sun magic
Arcane traditions
Astrologers are able to work with the stuff of magic itself, and can control the essence of
arcane magic. This enables all astrologers to dispel magic from any magical school, following
the rules on the Genesys rulebook page 217. Astrologers can also detect magic and attempt
to understand magical items if they have sufficient time (difficulty determined by GM). They
also have access to the following specific spells.
Table 15: Arcane spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Prerequisite

1

Magic resistance

1

Magic weapon

1

Magic armour

1

Enchantment

2

Magical sense

2

Greater magic
weapon

2

Arcane armour

Spells targeting the target have their difficulty upgraded
by 1. Lasts 1 rd/success
One weapon becomes magical, gaining +knowledge
damage for 1 rd/success. +1 weapon/2 advantage
Armour becomes magical, gaining +knowledge soak for 1
rd/success.
The caster can embed a single lvl 1 spell in an object. This
spell can be invoked by the user of the object even if they
have no magic power, using a command word. Lasts 1
hr/success and works once
For 1 rd/success the caster can immediately detect any
magic used within extreme range.
As magic weapon, but the weapon can also be imbued
with one of pierce, vicious, cold or burn quality with rating
equal to knowledge
As magic armour but lasts 1 hr/success

2
3

Enchantment 2
Enchantment 3

As enchantment, but for lvl 2 magic spells
As enchantment, but for lvl 3 magic spells

3

Crafting

Allows the caster to craft magic items that are
permanently enchanted with spells of lvl 2 or 1

4

Enchantment 4

4

Arcane vessel

4

Dissolution

5

Enchantment 5

5

Superior crafting

As enchantment 3, but for lvl 4 magic spells, or 2x lvl 1
spell
As crafting, but allows non-astrologer spells of lvl 1 or 2 to
be included in the item (requires a caster of the other
discipline, of course)
Caster can render a magical item or weapon inoperative
for 1 rd/ success
As enchantment 4, but for lvl 5 spells, or 2x lvl 2, or 4x lvl
1
As crafting, but for spells of lvl 4 or below
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Magic
weapon
Magic
armour,
enchantment
Enchantment
Enchantment
2
Enchantment
2, greater
magic
weapon,
arcane
armour
Enchantment
3
Crafting,
enchantment
3
Crafting
Enchantment
4
Enchantment
4

Attack traditions
Astrologers are masters of the attack spell. They have a wide array of such spells and can
produce devastating effects at high level. Basic attacks are described in table 14. Base
damage of attack spells is determined by the caster’s intellect unless otherwise stated.
Table 16: Sun magic attack spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Prerequisite

1

Magic bolt

1

Flare

1

Shocking touch

1

Coldburst

1

Runestrike

1

Blast

1
2

Enervation
Firebolt

2

Magic blast

2

Ice bolt

2

Runemaster

2

Runeblast

2

Brilliance

2

Sunstrike

3

Lightning bolt

3

Fireball

3
3

Greater rune
Vicious bolt

A short range attack that does either fire, lightning, ice or force
damage with no special effects. This spell does +1 strain/2
advantage, and is crit 3.
A burst of light of radius knowledge metres that causes
blindness for 1 rd in all affected creatures that fail a resilience
check vs. difficulty = number of successes. Extend duration by 1
rd/2 boost
The caster touches one target and causes them to be esnared
for 1 rd (+1/ 2 success)
A ball effect that does no physical damage but causes all within
its radius to be staggered for 1 turn/success. Blast=intellect. 1
wound damage/2 boosts. Range=short
Caster places a rune on a surface. Anyone coming within short
range of the rune who does not speak a word chosen by the
caster is immediately struck with a magic bolt as if the caster
had used it (roll the attack separately to the spell). Rune lasts 1
hr/success and the caster cannot place more than 1 rune at a
time.
A ball effect with blast radius=intellect. All within the blast
suffer 1 strain / success. The blast has the knockdown quality
against all in the radius
As magic bolt, but does strain damage instead of wounds
As magic bolt but with the burn quality equal to the caster’s
knowledge ranks, and crit 2.
As the magic bolt spell but affects everyone within a radius
equal to the caster’s intellect in metres
As magic bolt but with the ensnare quality equal to the caster’s
knowledge rating, and crit 2.
As runestrike but the caster can maintain a number of runes
equal to his or her knowledge ranks
As runestrike but the rune now delivers a magic blast when
triggered
As flare but also has a damage rating equal to the caster’s
intellect (no extra damage from successes but 1 extra wound/2
boost if desired)
As magic bolt but blinds the target for 1 rd per. Can increase
duration using boosts
As magic bolt but gains the auto-fire quality and stun quality
with ranks equal to the caster’s knowledge. Crit 2.
As magic blast but now has the burn quality with ranks equal to
the caster’s knowledge rating, and crit 2.
As runestrike but can deliver any attack spell the caster knows
As magic bolt but has the vicious and armour piercing qualities
equal to the caster’s ranks in knowledge. Crit 2.
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Magic bolt
Magic bolt,
blast
Magic bolt,
ice touch
Runestrike
Runestrike
Flare

Magic bolt,
flare
Fire bolt
Magic blast,
fire bolt
Runestrike
Magic bolt,
firebolt

3

Greater blast

4

Sunblast

4

Iceblast

5

Wrath of the
sun

As magic blast, but gains the knockdown quality, and can be
cast up to long range,
As fireball, but also blinds the targets for 1 rd per rank of
knowledge the caster has, and has the pierce rating equal to
the caster’s knowledge ranks
As magic blast, but targets must also make a hard resilience
check or be immobilized for 1 rd per knowledge rank
All the caster’s enemies within long range suffer a sunstrike
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Magic blast
Sunstrike,
greater
blast
Magic blast,
ice bolt
Sunblast

Barrier traditions
Barriers are a specialty of Astrologers, and they have many spells that can be used to defend
against various forms of attack.
Table 17: Astrologer barrier spells

Level

Spell

Effect

1
1

Arcane barrier
Blur

1

Fire barrier

1

Fey barrier

1

2

Elemental
barrier
Arcane
sanctuary
Wall of fire

2

Windwall

2

Lightning
barrier
Resilient sphere

See basic effect on page 216; also works on magic attacks
All allies engaged with the caster become difficult to see.
Attacks against them gain for 1 rd/ success
One target is suffused with fire. Anyone engaging them
immediately suffers the Burn quality with level equal to the
caster’s knowledge ranks. Lasts 1 rd/success. Range: short
The target glows with an arcane light. Anyone engaging them
must make a resilience check (diff=success) or be staggered
for 1 rd (+1 rd/2 boost). Lasts while the caster concentrates
The target reduces damage from fire, ice, lightning by 1 point
/ success, while the caster concentrates. Range: short.
As arcane barrier, but works on all targets engaged with the
caster
The fire barrier is extended to caster’s intellect in metres
around the caster; anyone moving through it suffers the burn
quality
A barrier of wind surrounds everyone engaged with the
caster. Flying creatures of silhouette 1 or less must make a
resilience check (diff=successes) to engage; all missile attacks
upgrade difficulty by 1
As fey barrier but it also does damage equal to the caster’s
intellect
As elemental barrier but affects all allies engaged with the
caster

2

2

Prerequisite

3

Anti-magic
sphere

All allies engaged with the caster become harder to target
with magic; +1 difficulty to all magic attacks against them

3

Reflection

As arcane barrier but it gains the reflection property (page
216)

3

Greater barrier

4

Greater arcane
sanctuary
Immunity to
magic

As arcane barrier, but target also gains defense and soak
equal to caster’s knowledge for 1 rd/success
As greater barrier, but affects all allies engaged with caster

4

5

Supreme barrier

Target becomes almost immune to magic; after casting a
spell (and suffering the strain) the caster must make a
discipline check (diff=successes) to successfully hit the target;
otherwise spell is lost. Lasts while the caster concentrates.
Combines greater barrier and immunity to magic, affects all
engaged allies
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Arcane
barrier
Fire barrier

Blur

Fey barrier
Elemental
barrier,
arcane
barrier
Arcane
sanctuary,
resilient
sphere
Windwall,
resilient
sphere
Arcane
barrier
Greater
barrier
Anti-magic
sphere

All lvl 4 spells

Lore traditions
Astrologers are known for their commitment to scholasticism, but they do not learn just
from books. Their magic also grants them knowledge of secrets and gives them windows
into the way the world works and the minds and actions of others. Outside of combat the
lore field allows Astrologers to learn the workings of ancient secrets, to decode ancient texts
and to speak other languages, with difficulty determined by the GM. Specific spells for use
in combat and adventuring are listed below.
Table 18: Lore spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Prerequisite

1

Alarm

1

Combat intuition

1

Threat sense

1

Detect traps

1

Missile ward

1

One with the stars

2

Sense lies

2

Warrior’s sense

The caster places a ward around an area that lasts for 8
hours. Any creature entering the warded area will alert
the caster to its presence unless it fails a discipline check
(diff=successes). The creature is unaware of the alarm
The caster senses the intentions and actions of all nearby
enemies. Add the successes from this spell to the
outcome of the caster’s initiative check
The caster is aware of the possibility of ambush. Upgrade
the caster’s vigilance dice pool by 1 for 1 rd/success (+1
upgrade/3 advantage) when sensing ambushes
The target can attempt to find hidden and concealed
traps and devices. Upgrade the target’s observation dice
pool for finding traps by 1, for 1 rd/success. Range: touch
The target gains a preternatural sense of incoming
missiles. Increase their missile defense by +1 for 1
rd/success (additional +1 defense per 3 advantages).
Range: touch
The caster immediately learns his position in the
Archipelago and is able to learn the correct direction to a
place he already knows and has visited (for example a
port or town)
Increase the caster’s vigilance dice pool by 1 for 1
rd/success (+1 upgrade/3 advantage) when attempting to
tell whether someone is lying or deceiving
As missile ward, but also applies to melee defense

2

Piercing light

2

Penetrating
knowledge

3

Joint action

3

Defensive warding

The caster enchants a lamp or other light source so that it
immediately reveals secrets and hidden things. Anyone
within short range of the caster who is hiding must
immediately make another stealth check (diff=successes)
or be revealed
The caster immediately learns the weaknesses and
strengths of a monster of minion or rival level, unless it
succeeds in a discipline check (difficulty=successes)
As combat intuition, but applies to all allies engaged with
the caster
For 1 rd/success the caster gains the ability to react to any
spell cast, even if out of initiative order, so that when a
spell is cast the caster can immediately act to dispel or
prevent its effects before they take hold (must be able to
dispel magic). Caster must have not already acted in the
initiative order for this spell to work
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Alarm

Missile ward,
combat
intuition
Detect traps

Threat sense

Warrior’s
sense
Warrior’s
sense,
penetrating
knowledge

3

True form

3

See invisible

4

Foreboding

4

Force truth

5

Pierce the veil

The target must immediately make a resilience check
(diff=successes) or the caster will see its true form
(though will not reveal it to others)
Any invisible or hidden creatures in the area are
immediately revealed to the caster
For 1 rd/success, the GM is required to inform the caster
if the actions of the group will obviously and imminently
lead to a situation of great threat or risk
Forces one target to speak only the truth in answer to 1
question per success
Forces all invisible, hidden, disguised and otherwise
deceptive enemies to be revealed and their secrets
known, along with their intention and plans. If battle is
then joined, all in the group gain the benefit of the joint
action spell, and full knowledge of all the enemies’
strengths and weaknesses, and begin the battle with the
benefit of defensive warding and combat intuition
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Penetrating
knowledge,
sense lies
Penetrating
knowledge,
piercing light
Defensive
warding, true
form
True form,
sense lies
All lvl 4 spells

Manipulation traditions
Astrologers are masters of manipulating the natural and physical world to change its
properties. Out of combat this enables them to start small fires, manipulate sound and light,
or to change the shape and structure of basic objects. Specific spells are listed in table 16.
Table 19: Astrologer manipulation spells

Level

Spell

Effect

Pre-requisite

1

Repair

1

Telekinesis

1

Enhance weapon

1

Disguise

1

Improve

1

Quality crafting

2

Recycle

2
2

Recover
Levitation

2
2

Greater weapon
Transformation

2

Steel weapon

Repairs a small break or damage in an ordinary item
of human, dwarven or elven construction
Move an item or object of silhouette 1 slowly at up
to short range. Greater success improves
speed/subtlety. Lasts for concentration.
Add a single quality of the caster’s choice to a
weapon or item, with rating equal to knowledge
ranks, for 1 rd/ success
Changes the facial and clothing features of the
target, giving them two boosts on deception checks
based on the disguise, for 1 rd/success
Improves the quality or beauty of an item to increase
its value by 10% per success. Permanent.
Used before making a crafting check, adds two boost
dice to the check.
Automatically recover 1 unit of scrap from an item.
+1 unit / 2 success up to the item limit.
Completely repair a shattered or useless item
Enables the target to move themselves vertically or
horizontally, slowly, through the air, while the caster
concentrates
As enhance, but any two qualities can be chosen
As disguise, but also grants the target +1 skill in
deception and automatic success when not speaking
or interacting closely
Upgrades a scrap weapon to steel for 1 rd / success

2

Hidden item

3
3

Fly
Superior weapon

3

Indestructible

3

Magic door

4

Teleportation

4

Perfect
craftsmanship

5

Greater teleport

Renders an item to tiny size, so it can be easily
hidden; item will return to normal size on command
Grants the power of flight to the target
Combines steel weapon and greater weapon
For 1 rd/success, item cannot be damaged in any
way
Caster can teleport from one door or entry way to
another door or entry way within long range, that
he/she can see or knows of
Caster can move to any place within extreme range
that he/she can see or knows about
Enables the caster to automatically craft an item
from raw material without making a crafting check,
and to imbue this item with one quality per success
Caster can move to any place he or she has seen or
visited previously
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Quality crafting,
repair
Repair
Telekinesis

Enhance weapon
Disguise

Enhance
weapon, quality
crafting, improve
Quality crafting;
disguise
Levitation
Steel weapon,
greater weapon
Recover
Levitate, hidden
item
Magic door
Superior weapon

Teleportation

New combat rules
Some small changes will be made to the combat rules for this system, which will be listed
here.

Strain from soak
If the PC’s soak causes damage to be reduced to 0 they are not completely unaffected; they
still suffer 1 point of strain. In the case of low-level NPCs for whom we do not track strain,
count this as a single wound.
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Equipment
Weapons
Most weapons in the archipelago are based on wood and bone, or low-quality iron. The
primary melee weapons in use are shown in table 20.
No weapon can have hardpoints in this world. Scrap weapons are made from low-quality
iron recast from stolen gear, or made from the poor-quality iron forged in the northern
lands. Proper steel weapons are listed in the following table, table 21.
Table 20: Basic weapons of the Archipelagos

Name

Damage

Crit

Enc Price Rarity

Special

Axe, scrap
Bone claws
Bone pick
Bone spear

+3
+1
+1
+2

3
3
2
4

2
1
3
2

150
40
160
110

4
2
1
1

Inferior

Club
Dagger, scrap

+2
+2

4
3

2
1

20
60

1
3

Halberd, scrap

+3

3

5

300

6

Mace
Rope knife

+3
+2

4
3

2
1

75
150

1
4

Shield

+0

6

1

80

1

Shield, large

+1

5

2

160

2

Spear, scrap
Staff

+3
+2

3
4

3
2

150
40

4
0

Tonfa

+2

4

2

60

4

Pierce 1
Accurate 1,
Defensive 1
Inferior, accurate
1
Defensive 1,
Pierce 1
Linked 1,
Unwieldy 3,
Entangle 1
Defensive 1,
Deflection 1,
knockdown
Defensive 2,
Deflection 2,
knockdown
Accurate 1
Defensive 1, two
handed
Defensive 1,
Accurate 1

A rope knife is a kind of kyoketsu-shoge, a small knife-like weapon head on a long rope that
can be used for entangling and attacking multiple targets. It is very difficult to use, however,
without a high level of combat training.
A tonfa is a club with an extra handle, which is better designed for defensive combat than a
standard club but rarer, typically only sold by weaponsmiths.
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Table 21: Real steel weapons of the archipelago

Name

Damage

Crit

Enc Price Rarity

Special

Axe
Dagger
Flail

+3
+2
+4

3
3
3

2
1
4

300
100
600

6
4
6

Greataxe

+4

4

4

900

7

Greatsword

+4

2

3

1000

7

Spear

+3

2

3

1000

6

Sword

+3

2

1

750

6

Vicious 1
Accurate 1
Cumbersome 3,
linked 1,
Unwieldy 3, twohanded
Cumbersome 3,
Pierce 2, Vicious 1
Defensive 1,
pierce 1,
unwieldy 3
Defensive 1,
accurate 1, pierce
1
Accurate 1,
Defensive 1

Typical ranged weapons are shown in Table 22.
Table 22: Ranged weapons of the archipelago

Name

Damage

Crit

Range

Enc

Price

Rarity

Special

Bola

2

4

Short

1

100

1

Medium

2

250

4
5
7

4
3
3
Medium

3

600

4
5
6

4
3
2
Long

3

450

5
6
8
4

4
4
3
4

Medium

0

20

2
1
3
5
4
2
4
6
4
2
4
6
0

Entangle 2,
unwieldy 2
Unwieldy 2

Short

1

40

Bow
Bone arrow
Scrap arrow
Steel arrow
Crossbow
Bone bolt
Scrap bolt
Steel bolt
Longbow
Bone arrow
Scrap arrow
Steel arrow
Sling
Throwing axe
Bone
Scrap
Steel

+1
+2
+2

4
4
3

1
3
6
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Pierce 2, Prepare 1

Unwieldy 3

Disorient 2,
Prepare 1
Inaccurate 1,
Limited ammo 1
Vicious 1
Vicious 1

Armour
Armour in the Archipelago does not use much metal, and typically the studs, scale or
lamellar plates on armour will be made of a mixture of bone, scrap and standard steel.
Armour values are shown in table 23. Some dwarven or elven armour may be better than
that shown here, giving a higher defense or soak value.
Remember that when armour fully absorbs damage, the wearer still takes one point of
strain.

Table 23: Archipelagan armour

Type

Defense

Soak

Enc

Price

Rarity

Robes
Cloth/padded
Scale
Leather
Lamellar / studded
Chainmail
Half plate
Full plate

1
0
0
1
2
1
2
2

0
+1
+2
+1
+1
+2
+2
+3

1
2
3
2
2
3
4
5

20
40
200
80
150
400
1500
2000

0
1
2
2
3
6
8
8

Scale, chainmail and plate armour are all bulky. Characters wearing this armour increase the
difficulty of stealth checks by 1. In combat, sale should be considered cumbersome 2, and
plate is cumbersome 3.

Crafting scrap weapons
Deepfolk carve their weapons with hideous runes from their evil tongue, often embed those
weapons with decorations made from human bone and skin, and prepare them for battle in
hideous rituals of dark magic that no human would consider decent. As a result, it is
considered a mark of great dishonor and shame to wield a deepfolk weapon, even where it
is vastly superior to the weapons that humans make. Whether enchanted or not, all
deepfolk weapons are considered deeply sacrilegious, and must be destroyed.
It is possible, however, to make scrap weapons from gear stolen from deepfolk. To do this
the PC needs to make two crafting checks, one to steal raw materials successfully from
deepfolk gear, and one to make the new gear. Note that crafting of this kind can only be
conducted on full steel weapons (not scrap). Scrap cannot be reforged.
Recycling crafted weapons is an average difficulty crafting check. The PC gathers 1 unit of
scrap per success, up to a maximum number of units equal to the encumbrance value of the
weapon or armour itself. So for example a steel sword will yield a maximum of 1 unit of
scrap, while a greatsword will yield a maximum of 3.
A scrap weapon or armour can be made by investing a number of units of scrap equal to the
weapon’s encumbrance +1. So to make a scrap axe, for example, 3 units of scrap are
required. The crafter will also require other raw materials equal to half the cost of the
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weapon. The difficulty of this crafting check is determined by the weapon’s rarity, using
table I.5-1 in the core rules. So for example a scrap axe (rarity 4) is average difficulty to
forge. The forging takes one day per unit of scrap used.
When crafting armour, a number of units equal to twice the encumbrance of the armour is
required. All crafted weapons are Inferior 2, and this can be reduced by 1 point per 2
advantages (or one triumph) obtained in the roll. Scrap weapons can never be better than
steel weapons, only equivalent.
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Image notes
I have taken many images in this book from Instagram accounts, including:
Winbjorkphoto
Kaihornung
Hubsplanet
Followmeaway
Sebastiao Salgado [the famous photographer]
Yoshiki_fujiwara
davidAstruga
evelmiina
noth1996

I also took some art from deviant art and similar websites:
https://www.deviantart.com/madeloupe
https://www.artstation.com/meehanjo
https://www.deviantart.com/jonasjensenart
https://bobkehl.tumblr.com/
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